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(57) Abstract: A memory circuit
system and method are provided. In one
embodiment, an interface circuit is capable
of communication with a plurality of
memory circuits and a system. In use, the
interface circuit is operable to interface the
memory circuits and the system for reducing
command scheduling constraints of the
memory circuits. In another embodiment,
an interface circuit is capable of
communication with a plurality of memory102

MEMORY CIRCUITS circuits and a system. In use, the interface
circuit is operable to translate an address
associated with a command communicated
between the system and the memory
circuits. In yet another embodiment, at least
one memory stack comprises a plurality of
DRAM integrated circuits. Further, a buffer

104 circuit, coupled to a host system, is utilized
INTERFACE CIRCUIT for interfacing the memory stack to the

host system for transforming one or more
physical parameters between the DRAM
integrated circuits and the host system.
In still yet another embodiment, at least
one memory stack comprises a plurality
of DRAM integrated circuits. Further, an
interface circuit, coupled to a host system,

106 is utilized for interfacing the memory stack
SYSTEM to the host system so to operate the memory

stack as a single DRAM integrated circuit.
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MEMORY CIRCUIT SYSTEM AND METHOD

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[001] The present invention relates to memory, and more particularly to command

scheduling constraints of memory circuits.

BACKGROUND

[002] Generally, as memory circuit interface speeds increase, the number of loads

(or ranks) on a traditional multi-drop memory bus decreases in order to facilitate high

speed operation of the bus. In addition, an exponential relationship between price and

memory circuit density ofteni exists, such that high density integrated circuits have a

higher dollar per megabyte (Mb) ratio than mainstream density integrated circuits. Thus,

an upper limit is generally placed on the amount of memory that can be economically

utilized by a server. In addition, a larger printed circuit board area is generally required to

provide larger memory capacity, thus limiting the memory capacity of smaller systems

(e.g. servers).

[003] Further, required data transfer speeds and bandwidth of memory systems have

steadily increased, such that it has been necessary for more commands be scheduled,

issued, and pipelined in a memory system in order to increase bandwidth. However,

command scheduling constraints have customarily existed in memory systems which

limit the command issue rates, and thus limit various attempts to further increase

bandwidth, etc. There is thus,a need for addressing these and/or other issues associated

with the prior art.



SUMMARY

[004J A memory circuit system and method are provided. In one embodiment, an

interface circuit is capable of communication with a plurality of memory circuits and a

system. In use, the interface* circuit is operable to interface the memory circuits and the

system for reducing command scheduling constraints of the memory circuits.

[005] In another embodiment, an interface circuit is capable of communication with

a plurality of memory circuits and a system. In use, the interface circuit is operable to

translate an address associated with a command communicated between the system and

the memory circuits.

[006] In yet another embodiment, at least one memory stack comprises a plurality of

DRAM integrated circuits. Further, a buffer circuit, coupled to a host system, is utilized

for interfacing the memory stack to the host system for transforming one or more physical

parameters between the DRAM integrated circuits and the host system.

[007J In still yet another embodiment, at least one memory stack comprises a

plurality of DRAM integrated circuits. Further, an interface circuit, coupled to a host

system, is utilized for interfacing the memory stack to the host system so to operate the

memory stack as a single DRAM integrated circuit.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[008] Figure 1 illustrates a sub-system for interfacing memory circuits, in

accordance with one embodiment.

[009] Figure 2 illustrates a method for reducing command scheduling constraints of

memory circuits, in accordance with another embodiment.

[0010] Figure 3 illustrates a method for translating an address associated with a

command communicated between a system and memory circuits, in accordance with yet

another embodiment.

[0011] Figure 4 illustrates a block diagram including logical components of a

computer platform, in accordance with another embodiment.

[0012] Figure 5 illustrates a timing diagram showing an intra-device command

sequence, intra-device timing constraints, and resulting idle cycles that prevent full use of

bandwidth utilization in a DDR3 SDRAM memory system, in accordance with yet

another embodiment.

[0013] Figure 6 illustrates a timing diagram showing a inter-device command

sequence, inter-device timing constraints, and resulting idle cycles that prevent full use of

bandwidth utilization in a DD|R SDRAM, DDR2 SDRAM, or DDR3 SDRAM memory

system, in accordance with still yet another embodiment.

[0014] Figure 7 illustrates a block diagram showing an array of DRAM devices

connected to a memory controller, in accordance with another embodiment.
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[0015] Figure 8 illustrates a block diagram showing an interface circuit disposed

between an array of DRAM] devices and a memory controller, in accordance with yet

another embodiment.

[0016] Figure 9 illustrates a block diagram showing a DDR3 SDRAM interface

circuit disposed between anlarray of DRAM devices and a memory controller, in

accordance with another embodiment.

[0017] Figure 10 illustrates a block diagram showing a burst-merging interface circuit

connected to multiple DRAM devices with multiple independent data buses, in

accordance with still yet another embodiment.

[0018] Figure 11 illustrates a timing diagram showing continuous data transfer over

multiple commands in a command sequence, in accordance with another embodiment.

[0019] Figure 12 illustrates a block diagram showing a protocol translation and

interface circuit connected to multiple DRAM devices with multiple independent data

buses, in accordance with yet another embodiment.

[0020] Figure 13 illustrates a timing diagram showing the effect when a memory

controller issues a column-access command late, in accordance with another embodiment.

[0021] Figure 14 illustrates a timing diagram showing the effect when a memory

controller issues a column-access command early, in accordance with still yet another

embodiment.

[0022] Figures 15A-15G illustrate a DIMM with a plurality of DRAM stacks, in

accordance with another embodiment.



[0023] Figure 16A illustrates a DIMM PCB with buffered DRAM stacks, in

accordance with yet another, embodiment.

[0024] Figure 16B illustrates a buffered DRAM stack that emulates a 4 Gbyte

DRAM, in accordance withjstill yet another embodiment.

[0025] Figure 17A illustrates an example of a DIMM that uses the buffer integrated

circuit and DRAM stack, iniaccordance with another embodiment.

[0026] Figure 17B illustrates a physical stack of DRAMs in accordance with one

embodiment, in accordance with yet another embodiment.

[0027] Figures ISA and 18B illustrate a multi-rank buffer integrated circuit and

DIMM, in accordance with still yet another embodiment.

[0028] Figures 19A and 19B illustrate a buffer that provides a number of ranks on a

DIMM equal to the number of valid integrated circuit selects from a host system, in

accordance with another embodiment.

[0029] Figure 19C illustrates a mapping between logical partitions of memory and

physical partitions of memory, in accordance with yet another embodiment.

[0030] Figure 2OA illustrates a configuration between a memory controller and

DIMMs, in accordance with; still yet another embodiment.

[0031] Figure 2OB illustrates the coupling of integrated circuit select lines to a buffer

on a DIMM for configuring the number of ranks based on commands from the host

system, in accordance with another embodiment.



[0032] Figure 21 illustrates a DIMM PCB with a connector or interposer with

upgrade capability, in accordance with yet another embodiment.

[0033] Figure 22 illustrates an example of linear address mapping for use with a

multi-rank buffer integrated!circuit, in accordance with still yet another embodiment.

[0034] Figure 23 illustrates an example of linear address mapping with a single rank

buffer integrated circuit, in accordance with another embodiment.

[0035] Figure 24 illustrates an example of "bit slice" address mapping with a multi-

rank buffer integrated circuit, in accordance with yet another embodiment.

[0036] Figure 25 illustrates an example of "bit slice" address mapping with a single

rank buffer integrated circuit, in accordance with still yet another embodiment.

[0037] Figures 26A and 26B illustrate examples of buffered stacks that contain

DRAM and non-volatile memory integrated circuits, in accordance with another

embodiment.

[0038] Figures 27A, 27B;and 27C illustrate a buffered stack with power decoupling

layers, in accordance with yet another embodiment.

[0039] Figure 28 illustrates a representative hardware environment, in accordance

with one embodiment.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0040] Figure 1 illustrates a sub-system 100 for interfacing memory circuits, in

accordance with one embodiment. As shown, the sub-system 100 includes an interface

circuit 104 coupled to memory circuits 102 and a system 106. In the context of the

present description, such memory circuits 102 may include any circuit capable of serving

as memory.

[0041] For example, in various embodiments, at least one of the memory circuits 102

may include a monolithic memory circuit, a semiconductor die, a chip, a packaged

memory circuit, or any other jtype of tangible memory circuit. In one embodiment, the

memory circuits 102 may take the form of dynamic random access memory (DRAM)

circuits. Such DRAM may take any form including, but not limited to, synchronous

DRAM (SDRAM), double data rate synchronous DRAM (DDR SDRAM, DDR2

SDRAM, DDR3 SDRAM, etc.), graphics double data rate DRAM (GDDR, GDDR2,

GDDR3, etc.), quad data rate1DRAM (QDR DRAM), RAMBUS XDR DRAM (XDR

DRAM), fast page mode DRAM (FPM DRAM), video DRAM (VDRAM), extended data

out DRAM (EDO DRAM), b|urst EDO RAM (BEDO DRAM), multibank DRAM

(MDRAM), synchronous graphics RAM (SGRAM), and/or any other type of DRAM.

[0042] In another embodiment, at least one of the memory circuits 102 may include

magnetic random access memory (MRAM), intelligent random access memory (IRAM),

distributed network architecture (DNA) memory, window random access memory

(WRAM), flash memory (e.g.'NAND, NOR, etc.), pseudostatic random access memory

(PSRAM), wetware memory, memory based on semiconductor, atomic, molecular,

optical, organic, biological, chemical, or nanoscale technology, and/or any other type of

volatile or nonvolatile, random or non-random access, serial or parallel access memory

circuit.



[0043] Strictly as an option, the memory circuits 102 may or may not be positioned

on at least one dual in-line memory module (DIMM) (not shown). In various

embodiments, the DIMM may include a registered DIMM (R-DIMM), a small outline-

DIMM (SO-DIMM), a fully buffered DIMM (FB-DIMM), an unbuffered DIMM

(UDIMM), single inline memory module (SIMM), a MiniDIMM, a very low profile

(VLP) R-DIMM, etc. In other embodiments, the memory circuits 102 may or may not be

positioned on any type of material forming a substrate, card, module, sheet, fabric, board,

carrier or any other type of solid or flexible entity, form, or object. Of course, in yet other

embodiments, the memory circuits 102 may or may not be positioned in or on any desired

entity, form, or object for packaging purposes. Still yet, the memory circuits 102 may or

may not be organized into ranks. Such ranks may refer to any arrangement of such

memory circuits 102 on any of the foregoing entities, forms, objects, etc.

[0044] Further, in the context of the present description, the system 106 may include

any system capable of requesting and/or initiating a process that results in an access of the

memory circuits 102. As an option, the system 106 may accomplish this utilizing a

memory controller (not shown), or any other desired mechanism. In one embodiment,

such system 106 may include a system in the form of a desktop computer, a lap-top

computer, a server, a storage system, a networking system, a workstation, a personal

digital assistant (PDA), a mobile phone, a television, a computer peripheral (e.g. printer,

etc.), a consumer electronics system, a communication system, and/or any other software

and/or hardware, for that matter.

[0045] The interface circuit 104 may, in the context of the present description, refer to

any circuit capable of interfacing (e.g. communicating, buffering, etc.) with the memory

circuits 102 and the system 106. For example, the interface circuit 104 may, in the

context of different embodiments, include a circuit capable of directly (e.g. via wire, bus,

connector, and/or any other direct communication medium, etc.) and/or indirectly (e.g.

via wireless, optical, capacitive, electric field, magnetic field, electromagnetic field,

and/or any other indirect communication medium, etc.) communicating with the memory



circuits 102 and the system 106. In additional different embodiments, the communication

may use a direct connection (e.g. point-to-point, single-drop bus, multi-drop bus, serial

bus, parallel bus, link, and/or any other direct connection, etc.) or may use an indirect

connection (e.g. through intermediate circuits, intermediate logic, an intermediate bus or
j

busses, and/or any other indirect connection, etc.).

[0046] In additional optional embodiments, the interface circuit 104 may include one

or more circuits, such as a buffer (e.g. buffer chip, etc.), a register (e.g. register chip, etc.),

an advanced memory buffer (AMB) (e.g. AMB chip, etc.), a component positioned on at

least one DIMM, a memory controller, etc. Moreover, the register may, in various

embodiments, include a JEDEC Solid State Technology Association (known as JEDEC)

standard register (a JEDEC register), a register with forwarding, storing, and/or buffering

capabilities, etc. In various embodiments, the register chips, buffer chips, and/or any

other interface circuit 104 mky be intelligent, that is, include logic that is capable of one

or more functions such as gathering and/or storing information; inferring, predicting,

and/or storing state and/or status; performing logical decisions; and/or performing

operations on input signals, etc. In still other embodiments, the interface circuit 104 may

optionally be manufactured in monolithic form, packaged form, printed form, and/or any

other manufactured form of circuit, for that matter. Furthermore, in another embodiment,

the interface circuit 104 may; be positioned on a DIMM.
i

[0047J In still yet another embodiment, a plurality-of the aforementioned interface

circuit 104 may serve, in combination, to interface the memory circuits 102 and the

system 106. Thus, in various embodiments, one, two, three, four, or more interface

circuits 104 may be utilized for such interfacing purposes. In addition, multiple interface

circuits 104 may be relatively configured or connected in any desired manner. For

example, the interface circuits 104 may be configured or connected in parallel, serially, or

in various combinations thereof. The multiple interface circuits 104 may use direct

connections to each other, indirect connections to each other, or even a combination

thereof. Furthermore, any number of the interface circuits 104 may be allocated to any



number of the memory circuits 102. In various other embodiments, each of the plurality

of interface circuits 104 may be the same or different. Even still, the interface circuits

104 may share the same or similar interface tasks and/or perform different interface tasks.

[0048] While the memory circuits 102, interface circuit 104, and system 106 are

shown to be separate parts, it is contemplated that any of such parts (or portion(s) thereof)

may be integrated in any desired manner. In various embodiments, such optional

integration may involve simply packaging such parts together (e.g. stacking the parts to

form a stack of DRAM circuits, a DRAM stack, a plurality of DRAM stacks, a hardware

stack, where a stack may refer to any bundle, collection, or grouping of parts and/or

circuits, etc.) and/or integrating them monolithically. Just by way of example, in one

optional embodiment, at least one interface circuit 104 (or portion(s) thereof) may be

packaged with at least one of the memory circuits 102. In this way, the interface circuit

104 and the memory circuits 102 may take the form of a stack, in one embodiment.

[0049] For example, a DRAM stack may or may not include at least one interface

circuit 104 (or portion(s) thereof). In other embodiments, different numbers of the

interface circuit 104 (or portion(s) thereof) may be packaged together. Such different

packaging arrangements, when employed, may optionally improve the utilization of a

monolithic silicon implementation, for example.

[0050] The interface circuit 104 may be capable of various functionality, in the

context of different embodiments. For example, in one optional embodiment, the

interface circuit 104 may interface a plurality of signals that are connected between the

memory circuits 102 and the system 106. The signals may, for example, include address

signals, data signals, control signals, enable signals, clock signals, reset signals, or any

other signal used to operate or associated with the memory circuits 102, system 106, or

interface circuit(s) 104, etc. hi some optional embodiments, the signals may be those that

use a direct connection, use Jan indirect connection, use a dedicated connection, may be



encoded across several connections, and/or may be otherwise encoded (e.g. time-

multiplexed, etc.) across one or more connections.

[0051] In one aspect of the present embodiment, the interfaced signals may represent

all of the signals that are connected between the memory circuits 102 and the system 106.

In other aspects, at least a portion of signals may use direct connections between the

memory circuits 102 and the system 106. Moreover, as an option, the number of

interfaced signals (e.g. vs. a number of the signals that use direct connections, etc.) may

vary such that the interfaced 'signals may include at least a majority of the total number of

signal connections between the memory circuits 102 and the system 106.

[0052] In yet another embodiment, the interface circuit 104 may or may not beI
operable to interface a first number of memory circuits 102 and the system 106 for

i
simulating a second number of memory circuits to the system 106. The first number of

memory circuits 102 shall hereafter be referred to, where appropriate for clarification
{

purposes, as the "physical" memory circuits 102 or memory circuits, but are not limited to

be so. Just by way of example, the physical memory circuits 102 may include a single

physical memory circuit. Further, the at least one simulated memory circuit seen by the

system 106 shall hereafter be! referred to, where appropriate for clarification purposes, as

the at least one "virtual" mem
I
ory circuit.

[0053] In still additional!aspects of the present embodiment, the second number of

virtual memory circuits may be more than, equal to, or less than the first number of

physical memory circuits 102:. Just by way of example, the second number of virtual

memory circuits may includeja single memory circuit. Of course, however, any number

of memory circuits may be simulated.

[0054] In the context of the present description, the term simulated may refer to any

simulating, emulating, disguising, transforming, modifying, changing, altering, shaping,

converting, etc., which results' in at least one aspect of the memory circuits 102 appearing



different to the system 106. ilπ different embodiments, such aspect may include, for

example, a number, a signal!, a memory capacity, a timing, a latency, a design parameter,

a logical interface, a control isystem, a property, a behavior (e.g. power behavior

including, but not limited to'a power consumption, current consumption, current

waveform, power parameters, power metrics, any other aspect of power management or

behavior, etc.), and/or any other aspect, for that matter.

[0055] In different embodiments, the simulation may be electrical in nature, logical in

nature, protocol in nature, and/or performed in any other desired manner. For instance, in
j

the context of electrical simulation, a number of pins, wires, signals, etc. may be

simulated. In the context of logical simulation, a particular function or behavior may be

simulated. In the context of protocol, a particular protocol (e.g. DDR3, etc.) may be

simulated. Further, in the context of protocol, the simulation may effect conversion

between different protocols (e.g. DDR2 and DDR3) or may effect conversion between

different versions of the sam protocol (e.g. conversion of 4-4-4 DDR2 to 6-6-6 DDR2).

[0056] In one exemplary iembodiment, memory storage cells of DRAM devices may

be arranged into multiple banks, each bank having multiple rows, and each row having

multiple columns. The memory storage capacity of the DRAM device may be equal to

the number of banks times thje number of rows per bank times the number of column per

row times the number of storage bits per column. In commodity DRAM devices (e.g.

SDRAM DDR, DDR2, DDR3, DDR4, GDDR2, GDDR3 and GDDR4 SDRAM, etc.),

the number of banks per devibe, the number of rows per bank, the number of columns per

row, and the column sizes may be determined by a standards-forming committee, such as

the Joint Electron Device Engineering Council (JEDEC).

[0057] For example, JEDEC standards require that a 1 gigabyte (Gb) DDR2 or DDR3

SDRAM device with a four-bit wide data bus have eight banks per device, 8192 rows per

bank, 2048 columns per row, [and four bits per column. Similarly, a 2 Gb device with a

four-bit wide data bus must have eight banks per device, 16384 rows per bank, 2048



columns per row, and four fciits per column. A 4 Gb device with a four-bit wide data bus

must have eight banks per dbvice, 32768 rows per bank, 2048 columns per row, and four

bits per column. In the 1 Gb, 2Gb and 4Gb devices, the row size is constant, and the

number of rows doubles with each doubling of device capacity. Thus, a 2 Gb or a 4 Gb

device may be simulated, as' described above, by using multiple 1 Gb and 2 Gb devices,

and by directly translating row-activation commands to row-activation commands and

column-access commands to column-access commands. In one embodiment, this

emulation may be possible because the 1 Gb, 2 Gb, and 4 Gb devices have the same row

size.

[0058] In one embodiment, an interface circuit is capable of communication with a

plurality of memory circuits land a system. In use, the interface circuit is operable to

interface the memory circuits and the system for reducing command scheduling

constraints of the memory circuits.

[0059] In another embodiment, an interface circuit is capable of communication with

a plurality of memory circuits and a system. In use, the interface circuit is operable to

translate an address associated with a command communicated between the system and

the memory circuits.

[0060] In yet another embodiment, at least one memory stack comprises a plurality of

DRAM integrated circuits. Further, a buffer circuit, coupled to a host system, is utilized

for interfacing the memory stack to the host system for transforming one or more physical

parameters between the DRAM integrated circuits and the host system.

[0061] In still yet another embodiment, at least one memory stack comprises a

plurality of DRAM integrated circuits. Further, an interface circuit, coupled to a host

system, is utilized for interfacing the memory stack to the host system so to operate the

memory stack as a single DRAM integrated circuit.

[0062] More illustrative information will now be set forth regarding various optional

architectures and uses in whi'ph the foregoing system may or may not be implemented, per



the desires of the user. It sh'ould be strongly noted that the following information is set

forth for illustrative purposes and should not be construed as limiting in any manner. Any

of the following features may be optionally incorporated with or without the exclusion of

other features described.

[0063] Figure 2 illustrates a method 200 for reducing command scheduling

constraints of memory circuits, in accordance with another embodiment. As an option,

the method 200 may be implemented in the system 100 of Figure 1. Of course, the

method 200 may be implemented in any desired environment. Further, the

aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the description below.

[0064] As shown in operation 202, a plurality of memory circuits and a system are

interfaced. In one embodiment, the memory circuits and system may be interfaced

utilizing an interface circuit.; The interface circuit may include, for example, the interface

circuit described above with respect to Figure 1. In addition, in one embodiment, the

interfacing may include facilitating communication between the memory circuits and the

system. Of course, however, the memory circuits and system may be interfaced in any

desired manner.

[0065] Further, command scheduling constraints of the memory circuits are reduced,

as shown in operation 204. jbi the context of the present description, the command

scheduling constraints may include any limitations associated with scheduling (and/or

issuing) commands with respect to the memory circuits. Optionally, the command

scheduling constraints may be defined by manufacturers in their memory device data

sheets, by standards organizations such as the JEDEC, etc.

[0066] In one embodiment, the command scheduling constraints may include intra-

device command scheduling constraints. Such intra-device command scheduling

constraints may include scheduling constraints within a device. For example, the intra-

device command scheduling constraints may include column-to-column delay time



(tCCD), row-to-row activation delay time (tRRD), four-bank activation window time

(tFAW), and write-to-read turn-around time (tWTR), etc. As an option, the intra-device

command-scheduling constraints may be associated with parts of a device (e.g. column,

row, bank, etc.) that share a resource within the device. One example of such intra-device

command scheduling constraints will be described in more detail below with respect to

Figure 5.

[0067] In one embodiment, the command scheduling constraints may include inter-

device command scheduling constraints. Such inter-device scheduling constraints may

include scheduling constraints between devices (e.g. memory devices). Just by way of

example, the inter-device command scheduling constraints may include rank-to-rank data

bus turnaround times, on-die-termination (ODT) control switching times, etc. Optionally,

the inter-device command scheduling constraints may be associated with devices that

share a resource (e.g. a data bus, etc.) which provides a connection therebetween (e.g. for

communicating, etc.). One example of such inter-device command scheduling constraints

will be described in more detail below with respect to Figure 6.

[0068] Further, reduction of the command scheduling restraints may include complete

elimination and/or any decrease thereof. Still yet, the command scheduling constraints

may be reduced by controlling the manner in which commands are issued to the memory

circuits. Such commands may include, for example, row-activation commands, column-

access commands, etc. Moreover, the commands may optionally be issued to the memory

circuits utilizing separate busses associated therewith. One example of memory circuits

associated with separate busses will be described in more detail below with respect to

Figure 8.

[0069] In one embodiment, the command scheduling constraints may be reduced by

issuing commands to the memory circuits based on simulation of a virtual memory

circuit. For example, the plurality of memory circuits (i.e. physical memory circuits) and

the system may be interfaced such that that the memory circuits appear to the system as a



virtual memory circuit. Such simulated virtual memory circuit may optionally include the

virtual memory circuit described above with respect to Figure 1.

[0070] In addition, the virtual memory circuit may have less command scheduling

constraints than the physical] memory circuits. In one exemplary embodiment, the

memory circuits may appear! as a group of one or more memory circuits that are free from

command scheduling constraints. Thus, as an option, the command scheduling

constraints may be reduced by issuing commands directed to a single virtual memory

circuit rather than a plurality of different physical memory circuits. In this way, idle data-

bus cycles may optionally be eliminated and memory system bandwidth may be

increased.

[0071] Of course, it should be noted that the command scheduling constraints may be

reduced in any desired manner. Accordingly, in one embodiment, the interface circuit

may be utilized to eliminate, 'at least in part, inter-device and/or intra-device command

scheduling constraints of memory circuits (e.g. logical DRAM devices, etc.).

Furthermore, reduction of the command scheduling constraints of the memory circuits

may result in increased command issue rates. For example, a greater amount of

commands may be issued to the memory circuits by reducing limitations associated with

the command scheduling constraints. More information regarding increasing command

issue rates by reducing command scheduling constraints will be described with respect to

Figure 11.

[0072] Figure 3 illustrates a method 300 for translating an address associated with a

command communicated between a system and memory circuits, in accordance with yet

another embodiment. As an option, the method 300 may be carried out in context of the

architecture and environment 'of Figures 1 and/or 2. Of course, the method 300 may be

carried out in any desired environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may

equally apply to the description below.



[0073] As shown in operation 302, a plurality of memory circuits and a system are

interfaced. In one embodiment, the memory circuits and system may be interfaced

utilizing an interface circuit, such as that described above with respect to Figure 1, for

example. In one embodiment, the interfacing may include facilitating communication

between the memory circuits and the system. Of course, however, the memory circuits

and system may be interfaced in any desired manner.

[0074] Additionally, an address associated with a command communicated between

the system and the memory circuits is translated, as shown in operation 304. Such

command may include, for example, a row-activation command, a column-access

command, and/or any other command capable of being communicated between the

system and the memory circuits. As an option, the translation may be transparent to the

system. In this way, the system may issue a command to the memory circuits, and such

command may be translated without knowledge and/or input by the system.

[0075] Further, the address may be translated in any desired manner. Such translation

may include any converting, phanging, transforming, etc. In one embodiment, the

translation of the address may include shifting the address. In another embodiment, the

address may be translated by .mapping the address. Optionally, as described above with

respect to Figures 1 and/or 2,; the memory circuits may include physical memory circuits

and the interface circuit may simulate a virtual memory circuit. To this end, the virtual

memory circuit may optionally have a different (e.g. greater, etc.) number of row

addresses associated therewith
I

than the physical memory circuits.

[0076] Thus, in another embodiment, the translation may be performed as a function

of the difference in the number of row addresses. In yet another embodiment, the

translation may translate the address to reflect the number of row addresses of the virtual

memory circuit. In still yet another embodiment, the translation may optionally translate

the address as a function of a column address and a row address.



[0077] Thus, in one exemplary embodiment where the command includes a row-

access command, the translation may be performed as a function of an expected arrival

time of a column-access command. In another exemplary embodiment, where the

command includes a row-acpess command, the translation may ensure that a column-

access command addresses an open bank. Optionally, the interface circuit may be
j

operable to delay the command communicated between the system and the memory

circuits. To this end, the translation may result in sub-row activation of the memory

circuits (e.g. logical DRAMjdevice, etc.). Various examples of address translation will be

described in more detail below with respect to Figures 8 and 12.

[0078] Accordingly, in one embodiment, address mapping may use shifting of an

address from one command to another to allow the use memory circuits with smaller

rows to emulate a larger memory circuit with larger rows. Thus, sub-row activation may

be provided. Such sub-row activation may also reduce power consumption and may

further improve performance, in various embodiments.

[0079] Figure 4 illustrates a block diagram including logical components of a

computer platform 400, in accordance with another embodiment. As an option, the

computer platform 400 may be implemented in context of the architecture and

environment of Figures 1-3. Of course, the computer platform 400 may be implemented

in any desired environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may equally apply to

the description below.

[0080] As shown, the computer platform 400 includes a system 420. The system 420
i

includes a memory interface 421, logic for retrieval and storage of external memory

attribute expectations 422, memory interaction attributes 423, a data processing engine

424, and various mechanisms' to facilitate a user interface 425. The computer platform

400 may be comprised of wholly separate components, namely a system 420 (e.g. a

motherboard, etc.), and memory circuits 410 (e.g. physical memory circuits, etc.)- In

addition, the computer platform 400 may optionally include memory circuits 410



connected directly to the system 420 by way of one or more sockets.

[0081] In one embodiment, the memory circuits 410 may be designed to the specifics

of various standards, including for example, a standard defining the memory circuits 410

to be JEDEC-compliant semiconductor memory (e.g. DRAM, SDRAM, DDR2, DDR3,

etc.). The specifics of such standards may address physical interconnection and logical

capabilities of the memory circuits 410.

[0082] In another embodiment, the system 420 may include a system BIOS program

(not shown) capable of interrogating the physical memory circuits 410 (e.g. DIMMs) to

retrieve and store memory attributes 422, 423. Further, various types of external memory

circuits 410, including for example JEDEC-compliant DIMMs, may include an EEPROM

device known as a serial presence detect (SPD) where the DIMM's memory attributes are

stored. The interaction of the BIOS with the SPD and the interaction of the BIOS with

the physical memory circuits' 410 physical attributes may allow the system's 420 memory

attribute expectations 422 and memory interaction attributes 423 may become known to

the system 420.

[0083] In various embodiments, the computer platform 400 may include one or more

interface circuits 470 electrically disposed between the system 420 and the physical

memory circuits 410. The interface circuit 470 may include several system-facing

interfaces (e.g. a system address signal interface 471, a system control signal interface

472, a system clock signal interface 473, a system data signal interface 474, etc.).

Similarly, the interface circuit 470 may include several memory-facing interfaces (e.g. a

memory address signal interface 475, a memory control signal interface 476, a memory

clock signal interface 477, ajmemory data signal interface 478, etc.).

[0084] Still yet, the interface circuit 470 may include emulation logic 480. The

emulation logic 480 may be bperable to receive and optionally store electrical signals

(e.g. logic levels, commands, signals, protocol sequences, communications, etc.) from or



through the system-facing interfaces, and may further be operable to process such

electrical signals. The emulation logic 480 may respond to signals from system-facing

interfaces by responding back to the system 420 and presenting signals to the system 420,

and may also process the signals with other information previously stored. As another

option, the emulation logic 480 may present signals to the physical memory circuits 410.

Of course, however, the emulation logic 480 may perform any of the aforementioned

functions in any order.

[0085] Moreover, the emulation logic 480 may be operable to adopt a personality,

where such personality is capable of defining the physical memory circuit attributes. In

various embodiments, the personality may be effected via any combination of bonding

options, strapping, programmable strapping, the wiring between the interface circuit 470

and the physical memory circuits 410. Further, the personality may be effected via actual

physical attributes (e.g. value of mode register, value of extended mode register) of the

physical memory circuits 410 connected to the interface circuit 470 as determined when

the interface circuit 470 and physical memory circuits 410 are powered up.

[0086] Figure 5 illustrates a timing diagram 500 showing an intra-device command

sequence, intra-device timing constraints, and resulting idle cycles that prevent full use of

bandwidth utilization in a DE>R3 SDRAM memory system, in accordance with yet

another embodiment. As an pption, the timing diagram 500 may be associated with the

architecture and environment of Figures 1-4. Of course, the timing diagram 500 may be

associated with any desired environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may

equally apply to the description below.

[0087] As shown, the timing diagram 500 illustrates command cycles, timing

constraints and idle cycles of memory. For example, in an embodiment involving DDR3

SDRAM memory systems, any two row-access commands directed to a single DRAM

device may not necessarily be scheduled closer than tRRD. As another example, at most

four row-access commands may be scheduled within tFAW to a single DRAM device.



Moreover, consecutive column-read access commands and consecutive column-write

access commands may not riecessarily be scheduled to a given DRAM device any closer

than tCCD, where tCCD equals four cycles (eight half-cycles of data) in DDR3 DRAM

devices.

[0088] In the context of !the present embodiment, row-access and/or row-activation

commands are shown as ACT. In addition, column-access commands are shown as

READ or WRITE. Thus, for example, in memory systems that require a data access in a

data burst of four half-cycles, as shown in Figure 2, the tCCD constraint may prevent

column accesses from being |Scheduled consecutively. Further, the constraints 510, 520

imposed on the DRAM commands sent to a given DRAM device may restrict the

command rate, resulting in idle cycles or bubbles 530 on the data bus, therefore reducing

the bandwidth.

[0089] In another optional embodiment involving DDR3 SDRAM memory systems,

consecutive column-access commands sent to different DRAM devices on the same data

bus may not necessarily be sc
i
heduled any closer than a period that is the sum of the data

burst duration plus additional idle cycles due to rank-to-rank data bus turn-around times.

In the case of column-read access commands, two DRAM devices on the same data bus

may represent two bus masters. Optionally, at least one idle cycle on the bus may be

needed for one bus master Uncomplete delivery of data to the memory controller and

release control of the shared data bus, such that another bus master may gain control of

the data bus and begin to send data.

[0090] Figure 6 illustrates a timing diagram 600 showing inter-device command

sequence, inter-device timing constraints, and resulting idle cycles that prevent full use of

bandwidth utilization in a DDR SDRAM, DDR2 SDRAM, or DDR3 SDRAM memory

system, in accordance with still yet another embodiment. As an option, the timing

diagram 600 may be associated with the architecture and environment of Figures 1-4. Of



course, the timing diagram 600 may be associated with any desired environment. Further,

the aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the description below.

[0091] As shown, the timing diagram 600 illustrates commands issued to different

devices that are free from constraints such as tRRD and tCCD which would otherwise be

imposed on commands issue to the same device. However, as also shown, the data bus

hand-off from one device to another device requires at least one idle data-bus cycle 610

on the data bus. Thus, the timing diagram 600 illustrates a limitation preventing full use

of bandwidth utilization in a DDR3 SDRAM memory system. As a consequence of the

command-scheduling constraints, there may be no available command sequence that

allows full bandwidth utilization in a DDR3 SDRAM memory system, which also uses

bursts shorter than tCCD.

[0092] Figure 7 illustrates a block diagram 700 showing an array of DRAM devices

connected to a memory controller, in accordance with another embodiment. As an

option, the block diagram 700 may be associated with the architecture and environment of

Figures 1-6. Of course, the block diagram 700 may be associated with any desired

environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the

description below.

[0093] As shown, eight DRAM devices are connected directly to a memory controller

through a shared data bus 710. Accordingly, commands from the memory controller that

are directed to the DRAM devices may be issued with respect to command scheduling

constraints (e.g. tRRD, tCCD. tFAW, tWTR, etc.). Thus, the issuance of commands may

be delayed based on such command scheduling constraints.

[0094] Figure 8 illustrates a Dlock diagram 800 showing an interface circuit disposed

between an array of DRAM devices and a memory controller, in accordance with yet

another embodiment. As an option, the block diagram 800 may be associated with the

architecture and environment of Figures 1-6. Of course, the block diagram 800 may be



associated with any desired jenvironment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may

equally apply to the description below.

[0095] As shown, an interface circuit 810 provides a DRAM interface to the memory

controller 820, and directs commands to independent DRAM devices 830. The memory

devices 830 may each be associated with a different data bus 540, thus preventing inter-

device constraints. In addition, individual and independent memory devices 830 may be

used to emulate part of a virtual memory device (e.g. column, row, bank, etc.).

Accordingly, intra-device constraints may also be prevented. To this end, the memory

devices 830 connected to the interface circuit 510 may appear to the memory controller

820 as a group of one or more memory devices 530 that are free from command-

scheduling constraints.

[0096] In one exemplary embodiment, N physical DRAM devices may be used to

emulate M logical DRAM devices through the use of the interface circuit. The interface

circuit may accept a command stream from a memory controller directed toward the M

logical devices. The interface;circuit may also translate the commands to the N physical

devices that are connected to the interface circuit via P independent data paths. The

command translation may include, for example, routing the correct command directed to

one of the M logical devices to the correct device (i.e. one of the N physical devices).

Collectively, the P data paths connected to the N physical devices may optionally allow

the interface circuit to guarantiee that commands may be executed in parallel and

independently, thus preventing command-scheduling constraints associated with the N

physical devices. In this way the interface circuit may eliminate idle data-bus cycles or

bubbles that would otherwise be present due to inter-device and intra-device command-

scheduling constraints.

[0097] Figure 9 illustrates a block diagram 900 showing a DDR3 SDRAM interface
i

circuit disposed between an anfay of DRAM devices and a memory controller, in

accordance with another embodiment. As an option, the block diagram 900 may be



associated with the architecture and environment of Figures 1-8. Of course, the block

diagram 900 may be associated with any desired environment. Further, the

aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the description below.

[0098] As shown, a DDR3 SDRAM interface circuit 910 eliminates idle data-bus

cycles due to inter-device arid intra-device scheduling constraints. In the context of the

present embodiment, the DDR3 SDRAM interface circuit 910 may include a command

translation circuit of an interface circuit that connects multiple DDR3 SDRAM devices

with multiple independent data buses. For example, the DDR3 SDRAM interface circuit

910 may include command-and-control and address components capable of intercepting

signals between the physical memory circuits and the system. Moreover, the command-

and-control and address components may allow for burst merging, as described below

with respect to Figure 10.

[0099] Figure 10 illustrates a block diagram 1000 showing a burst-merging interface

circuit connected to multiple DRAM devices with multiple independent data buses, in

accordance with still yet another embodiment. As an option, the block diagram 1000 may

be associated with the architecture and environment of Figures 1-9. Of course, the block

diagram 1000 may be associated with any desired environment. Further, the

aforementioned definitions rriay equally apply to the description below.

[00100] The burst-merging interface circuit 1010 may include a data component of an

interface circuit that connects multiple DRAM devices 1030 with multiple independent

data buses 1040. In addition,' the burst-merging interface circuit 1010 may merge

multiple burst commands received within a time period. As shown, eight DRAM devices

1030 may be connected via eight independent data paths to the burst-merging interface

circuit 1010. Further, the burst-merging interface circuit 1010 may utilize a single data

path to the memory controller 820. It should be noted that while eight DRAM devices

1030 are shown herein, in other embodiments, 16, 24, 32, etc. devices may be connected

to the eight independent data paths. In yet another embodiment, there may be two, four,



eight, 16 or more independent data paths associated with the DRAM devices 1030.

[00101] The burst-merging interface circuit 1010 may provide a single electrical

interface to the memory controller 1020, therefore eliminating inter-device constraints

(e.g. rank-to-rank turnaround time, etc.). hi one embodiment, the memory controller

1020 may be aware that it is indirectly controlling the DRAM devices 1030 through the

burst-merging interface circuit 1010, and that no bus turnaround time is needed. In

another embodiment, the burst-merging interface circuit 1010 may use the DRAM

devices 1030 to emulate M logical devices. The burst-merging interface circuit 1010 may

further translate row-activation commands and column-access commands to one of the

DRAM devices 1030 in order to ensure that inter-device constraints (e.g. tRRD, tCCD,

tFAW and tWTR etc.) are met by each individual DRAM device 1030, while allowing

the burst-merging interface circuit 1010 to present itself as M logical devices that are free
i

from inter-device constraints.

[00102] Figure 11 illustrates a timing diagram 1100 showing continuous data transfer

over multiple commands in a command sequence, in accordance with another

embodiment. As an option, .the timing diagram 1100 may be associated with the

architecture and environment of Figures 1-10. Of course, the timing diagram 1100 may

be associated with any desired environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may

equally apply to the description below.

[00103] As shown, inter-device and intra-device constraints are eliminated, such that

the burst-merging interface circuit may permit continuous burst data transfers on the data

bus, therefore increasing data bandwidth. For example, an interface circuit associated

with the burst-merging interface circuit may present an industry-standard DRAM

interface to a memory controller as one or more DRAM devices that are free of

command-scheduling constraints. Further, the interface circuits may allow the DRAM

devices to be emulated as being free from command-scheduling constraints without

necessarily changing the electrical interface or the command set of the DRAM memory



system. It should be noted that the interface circuits described herein may include any

type of memory system (e.g. DDR2, DDR3, etc.).

[00104] Figure 12 illustrates a block diagram 1200 showing a protocol translation and

interface circuit connected to multiple DRAM devices with multiple independent data

buses, in accordance with yet another embodiment. As an option, the block diagram 1200

may be associated with the architecture and environment of Figures 1-11. Of course, the

block diagram 1200 may be'associated with any desired environment. Further, the

aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the description below.

[00105] As shown, a protocol translation and interface circuit 1210 may perform

protocol translation and/or manipulation functions, and may also act as an interface

circuit. For example, the protocol translation and interface circuit 1210 may be included

within an interface circuit connecting a memory controller with multiple memory devices.

[00106] hi one embodiment, the protocol translation and interface circuit 1210 may

delay row-activation commands and/or column-access commands. The protocol

translation and interface circuit 1210 may also transparently perform different kinds of

address mapping schemes that depend on the expected arrival time of the column-access

command. In one scheme, tHe column-access command may be sent by the memory

controller at the normal time (i.e. late arrival, as compared to a scheme where the column-

access command is early).

[00107] In a second scheme, the column-access command may be sent by the memory

controller before the row-access command is required (i.e. early arrival) at the DRAM

device interface. In DDR2 and DDR3 SDRAM memory systems, the early arriving

column-access command may be referred to as the Posted-CAS command. Thus, part of a

row may be activated as needed, therefore providing sub-row activation. In addition,

lower power may also be provided.



[00108] It should be noted that the embodiments of the above-described schemes may

not necessarily require additional pins or new commands to be sent by the memory

controller to the protocol translation and interface circuit. In this way, a high bandwidth

DRAM device may be provided.

[00109] As shown, the protocol translation and interface circuit 1210 may include

eight DRAM devices to be connected thereto via eight independent data paths to. For

example, the protocol translation and interface circuit 1210 may emulate a single 8 Gb

DRAM device with eight 1 Gb DRAM devices. The memory controller may therefore

expect to see eight banks, 32768 rows per bank, 4096 columns per row, and four bits per

column. When the memory controller issues a row-activation command, it. may expect

that 4096 columns are readyjfor a column-access command that follows, whereas the 1

Gb devices may only have 2048 columns per row. Similarly, the same issue of differing

row sizes may arise when 2 Gb devices are used to emulate a 16 Gb DRAM device or 4

Gb devices are used to emulate a 32 Gb device, etc.

[00110] To accommodate ifor the difference between the row sizes of the 1 Gb and 8

Gb DRAM devices, 2 Gb and 16 Gb DRAM devices, 4 Gb and 32 Gb DRAM devices,

etc., the protocol translation and interface circuit 1210 may calculate and issue the

appropriate number of row-activation commands to prepare for a subsequent column-

access command that may access any portion of the larger row. The protocol translation

and interface circuit 1210 may be configured with different behaviors, depending on the

specific condition.

[00111] In one exemplary embodiment, the memory controller may not issue early

column-access commands. Tli
i
e protocol translation and interface circuit 1210 may

activate multiple, smaller rows to match the size of the larger row in the higher capacity

logical DRAM device.

[00112] Furthermore, the protocol translation and interface circuit 1210 may present a



- -

single data path to the memory controller, as shown. Thus, the protocol translation and

interface circuit 1210 may present itself as a single DRAM device with a single electrical

interface to the memory controller. For example, if eight 1 Gb DRAM devices are used

by the protocol translation and interface circuit 1210 to emulate a single, standard 8 Gb

DRAM device, the memory:controller may expect that the logical 8 Gb DRAM device

will take over 300 ns to perform a refresh command. The protocol translation and

interface circuit 1210 may also intelligently schedule the refresh commands. Thus, for

example, the protocol translation and interface circuit 1210 may separately schedule

refresh commands to the 1 Gb DRAM devices, with each refresh command taking 100 ns.

[00113] To this end, where multiple physical DRAM devices are used by the protocol

translation and interface circuit 1210 to emulate a single larger DRAM device, the

memory controller may expect that the logical device may take a relatively long period to

perform a refresh command. The protocol translation and interface circuit 1210 may

separately schedule refresh commands to each of the physical DRAM devices. Thus, the

refresh of the larger logical DRAM device may take a relatively smaller period of time as

compared with a refresh of aiphysical DRAM device of the same size. DDR3 memory

systems may potentially require calibration sequences to ensure that the high speed data

I/O circuits are periodically calibrated against thermal-variances induced timing drifts.

The staggered refresh commands may also optionally guarantee I/O quiet time required to

separately calibrate each of trie independent physical DRAM devices.

[00114] Thus, in one embodiment, a protocol translation and interface circuit 1210

may allow for the staggering of refresh times of logical DRAM devices. DDR3 devices

may optionally require different levels of zero quotient (ZQ) calibration sequences, and

the calibration sequences may require guaranteed system quiet time, but may be power

intensive, and may require that other I/O's in the system are not also switching at the

same time. Thus, refresh corrimands in a higher capacity logical DRAM device may be

emulated by staggering refresh commands to different lower capacity physical DRAM

devices. The staggering of theirefresh commands may optionally provide a guaranteed I/O



quiet time that may be required to separately calibrate each of the independent physical

DRAM devices.

[00115] Figure 13 illustrates a timing diagram 1300 showing the effect when a

memory controller issues a column-access command late, in accordance with another
i

embodiment. As an option,;the timing diagram 1300 may be associated with the

architecture and environment of Figures 1-12. Of course, the timing diagram 1300 may

be associated with any desired environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may

equally apply to the description below.

[00116] As shown, in a mjemory system where the memory controller issues the

column-access command without enough latency to cover both the DRAM device's row-

access latency and column-access latency, the interface circuit may send multiple row-

access commands to multiple DRAM devices to guarantee that the subsequent column

access will hit an open bank., In one exemplary embodiment, the physical device may

have a 1 kilobyte (kb) row size and the logical device may have a 2 kb row size. In this

case, the interface circuit may activate two 1 kb rows in two different physical devices

(since two rows may not be activated in the same device within a span of tRRD). In

another exemplary embodiment, the physical device may have a 1 kb row size and the

logical device may have a 4 kb row size. In this case, four 1 kb rows may be opened to

prepare for the arrival of a column-access command that may be targeted to any part of

the 4 kb row.

[00117] In one embodiment, the memory controller may issue column-access

commands early. The interface circuit may do this in any desired manner, including for

example, using the additive latency property of DDR2 and DDR3 devices. The interface

circuit may also activate one specific row in one specific DRAM device. This may allow

sub-row activation for the higher capacity logical DRAM device.



[00118] Figure 14 illustrates a timing diagram 1400 showing the effect when a

memory controller issues a jcolumn-access command early, in accordance with still yet

another embodiment. As an option, the timing diagram 1400 may be associated with the

architecture and environment of Figures 1-13. Of course, the timing diagram 1400 may

be associated with any desired environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may

equally apply to the description below.

[00119] In the context o the present embodiment, a memory controller may issue a

column-access command early, i.e. before the row-activation command is to be issued to

a DRAM device. Accordingly, an interface circuit may take a portion of the column

address, combine it with the row address and form a sub-row address. To this end, the

interface circuit may activate the row that is targeted by the column-access command.

Just by way of example, if the physical device has a 1 kb row size and the logical device

has a 2 kb row size, the early column-access command may allow the interface circuit to

activate a single 1 kb row. The interface circuit can thus implement sub-row activation for

a logical device with a larger row size than the physical devices without necessarily the

use of additional pins or special commands.

[00120] Figures 15A-15e illustrate a DIMM with a plurality of DRAM stacks, in
i

accordance with another embodiment. As an option, the DIMM may be implemented in

the context of Figures 1-14. ,Of course, the DIMM may be implemented in any desired

environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the

description below.

[00121] As shown, a DIMM with multiple DRAM stacks is provided, where each

DRAM stack comprises a bit slice across multiple DIMMs. As an example, FIG. 15A

shows four DIMMs (e.g., DIMM A, DIMM B, DIMM C and DIMM D). Also, in this

example, there are 9 bit slic s labeled DAO, .. ., DA6,. ..DA8 across the four DIMMs. Bit

slice "6" is shown encapsulated in block 1510. FIG. 15B illustrates a buffered DRAM

stack. The buffered DRAM 'stack 1530 comprises a buffer integrated circuit (1520) and



DRAM devices DA6, DB6, DC6 and DD6. Thus, bit slice 6 is generated from devices

DA6, DB6, DC6 and DD6. jFIG. 15C is a top view of a high density DIMM with a

plurality of buffered DRAM stacks. A high density DIMM (1540) comprises buffered

DRAM stacks (1550) in place of individual DRAMs.

[00122] Some exemplary embodiments include:

[00123] a configuration wiin increased DIMM density, that allows the total memory

capacity of the system to increase without requiring a larger PCB area. Thus, higher

density DIMMs fit within the mechanical and space constraints of current DIMMs;

[00124] a configuration with distributed power dissipation, which allows the higher

density DIMM to fit within the thermal envelope of existing DIMMs. In an embodiment

with multiple buffers on a single DIMM, the power dissipation of the buffering function

is spread out across the DIMM; and

[00125] a configuration with non-cumulative latency to improve system performance.

In a configuration with non-cumulative latency, the latency through the buffer integrated

circuits on a DIMM is incurred only when that particular DIMM is being accessed.

[00126] In a buffered DRAM stack embodiment, the plurality of DRAM devices in a

stack are electrically behind the buffer integrated circuit. In other words, the buffer
i

integrated circuit sits electrically between the plurality of DRAM devices in the stack and

the host electronic system and buffers some or all of the signals that pass between the

stacked DRAM devices and the host system. Since the DRAM devices are standard, off-

the-shelf, high speed devices! (like DDR SDRAMs or DDR2 SDRAMs), the buffer
i

integrated circuit may have to re-generate some of the signals (e.g. the clocks) while other

signals (e.g. data signals) may have to be re-synchronized to the clocks or data strobes to

minimize the jitter of these signals. Other signals (e.g. address signals) may be

manipulated by logic circuits' such as decoders. Some embodiments of the buffer



integrated circuit may not re-generate or re-synchronize or logically manipulate some or

all of the signals between the DRAM devices and host electronic system.

[00127] The buffer integrated circuit and the DRAM devices may be physically

arranged in many different ways. In one embodiment, the buffer integrated circuit and the

DRAM devices may all be in the same stack. In another embodiment, the buffer

integrated circuit may be separate from the stack of DRAM integrated circuits (i.e. buffer

integrated circuit may be outside the stack). In yet another embodiment, the DRAM

integrated circuits that are electrically behind a buffer integrated circuit may be in

multiple stacks (i.e. a buffer,integrated circuit may interface with a plurality of stacks of

DRAM integrated circuits).

[00128] In one embodiment, the buffer integrated circuit can be designed such that the

DRAM devices that are electrically behind the buffer integrated circuit appear as a single

DRAM integrated circuit to the host system, whose capacity is equal to the combined

capacities of all the DRAM devices in the stack. So, for example, if the stack contains

eight 512Mb DRAM integrated circuits, the buffer integrated circuit of this embodiment

is designed to make the stack appear as a single 4Gb DRAM integrated circuit to the host

system. An un-buffered DIMM, registered DIMM, SO-DIMM. or FB-DIMM can now be

built using buffered stacks of DRAMs instead of individual DRAM devices. For example,

a double rank registered DIMM that uses buffered DRAM stacks may have eighteen

stacks, nine of which may bejon one side of the DIMM PCB and controlled by a first

integrated circuit select signal from the host electronic system, and nine may be on the

other side of the DIMM PCB (and controlled by a second integrated circuit select signal

from the host electronic system. Each of these stacks may contain a plurality of DRAM

devices and a buffer integrated circuit.

I ,[00129] Figure 16A illustrates a DIMM PCB with buffered DRAM stacks, in

accordance with yet another embodiment. As an option, the DIMM PCB may be
j

implemented in the context of Figures 1-15. Of course, the DIMM PCB may be



implemented in any desired' environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may

equally apply to the description below.

[00130] As shown, both the top and bottom sides of the DIMM PCB comprise a

plurality of buffered DRAM stacks (e.g., 1610 and 1620). Note that the register and clock

PLL integrated circuits of a registered DIMM are not shown in this figure for simplicity's

sake.

[00131] Figure 16B illustrates a buffered DRAM stack that emulates a 4 Gbyte

DRAM, in accordance with still yet another embodiment. As an option, the buffered

DRAM stack may be implemented in the context of Figures 1-16A. Of course, the

buffered DRAM stack may be implemented in any desired environment. Further, the

aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the description below.

[00132] In one embodiment, a buffered stack of DRAM devices may appear as or

emulate a single DRAM device to the host system. In such a case, the number of memory

banks that are exposed to thejhost system may be less than the number of banks that are

available in the stack. To illustrate, if the stack contained eight 512Mb DRAM integrated

circuits, the buffer integrated [circuit of this embodiment will make the stack look like a

single 4Gb DRAM integrated circuit to the host system. So, even though there are thirty

two banks (four banks per 512Mb integrated circuit * eight integrated circuits) in the

stack, the buffer integrated circuit of this embodiment might only expose eight banks to

the host system because a 4Gb DRAM will nominally have only eight banks. The eight

512Mb DRAM integrated circuits in this example may be referred to as physical DRAM

devices while the single 4Gb DRAM integrated circuit may be referred to as a virtual

DRAM device. Similarly, the banks of a physical DRAM device may be referred to as a

physical bank whereas the bank of a virtual DRAM device may be referred to as a virtual

bank.



[00133] In another embu µunent of this invention, the buffer integrated circuit is

designed such that a stack of n DRAM devices appears to the host system as m ranks of

DRAM devices (where n ≥ rn, and m > 2). To illustrate, if the stack contained eight

512Mb DRAM integrated circuits, the buffer integrated circuit of this embodiment may

make the stack appear as two ranks of 2Gb DRAM devices (for the case of m = 2), or

appear as four ranks of lGbjDRAM devices (for the case ofm 4), or appear as eight

ranks of 512Mb DRAM devices (for the case of m = 8). Consequently, the stack of eight

512Mb DRAM devices may! feature sixteen virtual banks ( = 2; eight banks per 2Gb

virtual DRAM * two ranks),' or thirty two virtual banks (m = 4; eight banks per IGb

DRAM * four ranks), or thirty two banks (m = 8; four banks per 512Mb DRAM * eight

ranks).

[00134] In one embodiment, the number of ranks may be determined by the number of

integrated circuit select signals from the host system that are connected to the buffer

integrated circuit. For example, the most widely used JEDEC approved pin out of a

DIMM connector has two integrated circuit select signals. So, in this embodiment, each
i

stack may be made to appear|as two. DRAM devices (where each integrated circuit

belongs to a different rank) by routing the two integrated circuit select signals from the

DIMM connector to each buffer integrated circuit on the DIMM. For the purpose of

illustration, let us assume that each stack of DRAM devices has a dedicated buffer

integrated circuit, and that the two integrated circuit select signals that are connected on

the motherboard to a DIMM connector are labeled CS0# and CS l#. Let us also assume

that each stack is 8-bits wide (i.e. has eight data pins), and that the stack contains a buffer

integrated circuit and eight 8-bit wide 512Mb DRAM integrated circuits. In this example,

both CS0# and CS1# are connected to all the stacks on the DIMM. So5 a single- sided

registered DIMM with nine stacks (with CS0# and CS1# connected to all nine stacks)

effectively features two 2GB ranks, where each rank has eight banks.

[00135] In another embodiment, a double-sided registered DIMM may be built using

eighteen stacks (nine on each side of the PCB), where each stack is 4-bits wide and



contains a buffer integrated 'circuit and eight 4-bit wide 512Mb DRAM devices. As

above, if the two integrated circuit select signals CS0# and CS1# are connected to all the

stacks, then this DIMM will effectively feature two 4GB ranks, where each rank has eight

banks. However, half of a rank's capacity is on one side of the DIMM PCB and the other

half is on the other side. For example, let us number the stacks on the DIMM as SO

through S17, such that stacks SO through S8 are on one side of the DIMM PCB while

stacks S9 through S17 are on the other side of the PCB. Stack S O may be connected to the
i

host system's data lines DQ[3:0], stack S9 connected to the host system's data lines

DQ[7:4], stack Sl to data lines DQ[1 1:8], stack SlO to data lines DQ[15:12], and so on.

The eight 512Mb DRAM devices in stack S O may be labeled as S0_M0 through S0_M7

and the eight 512Mb DRAM devices in stack S9 may be labeled as S9 M0 through

S9_M7. In one example, integrated circuits S0_MO through S0_M3 may be used by the

buffer integrated circuit associated with stack SO to emulate a 2Gb DRAM integrated

circuit that belongs to the first rank (i.e. controlled by integrated circuit select CS0#).

Similarly, integrated circuits |S0_M4 through S0_M7 may be used by the buffer integrated

circuit associated with stack SO to emulate a 2Gb DRAM integrated circuit that belongs

to the second rank (i.e. controlled by integrated circuit select CS1#). So, in general,

integrated circuits S«_M0 through Sn_M3 may be used to emulate a 2Gb DRAM

integrated circuit that belongs to the first rank while integrated circuits S«_M4 through

S«_M7 may be used to emulate a 2Gb DRAM integrated circuit that belongs to the

second rank, where n represents the stack number (i.e. 0 < n <17). It should be noted that

the configuration described above is just for illustration. Other configurations may be

used to achieve the same result without deviating from the spirit or scope of the claims.

For example, integrated circuits S0_M0, S0_M2, S0JVI4, and S0_M6 may be grouped

together by the associated buffer integrated circuit to emulate a 2Gb DRAM integrated

circuit in the first rank while integrated circuits S0_Ml S0_M3, S0_M5, and S0_M7 may

be grouped together by the associated buffer integrated circuit to emulate a 2Gb DRAM

integrated circuit in the secon'd rank of the DIMM.



[00136] Figure 17A illustrates an example of a DIMM that uses the buffer integrated

circuit and DRAM stack, in accordance with another embodiment. As an option, the

DIMM may be implemented in the context of Figures 1-16. Of course, the D3MM may

be implemented in any desired environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may

equally apply to the description below.

[00137] For simplicity sake, note that the register and clock PLL integrated circuits of

a registered DIMM are not shown. The DIMM PCB 1700 includes buffered DRAM

stacks on the top side of DIMM PCB 1700 (e.g., S5) as well as the bottom side of DIMM

PCB 1700 (e.g., S15). Each buffered stack emulates two DRAMs.

[00138] Figure 17B illustrates a physical stack of DRAMs in accordance with one

embodiment, in accordance with yet another embodiment. As an option, the physical

stack of DRAMs may be implemented in the context of Figures 1-17A. Of course, the

physical stack of DRAMs may be implemented in any desired environment. Further, the

aforementioned definitions ijiay equally apply to the description below.

[00139] For example, sta k 1720 comprises eight 4-bit wide, 512Mb DRAM devices

and a buffer integrated circuit 1730. As shown, a first group of devices, consisting of

Sn_M0, Sn_Ml, Sn_M2 and Sn_M3, is controlled by CS0#. A second group of devices,

which consists of Sn_M4, Sn_M5, Sn_M6 and Sn_M7, is controlled by CSU. It should

be noted that the eight DRAM devices and the buffer integrated circuit are shown as

belonging to one stack strictly as an example. Other implementations are possible. For

example, the buffer integrated circuit 1730 may be outside the stack of DRAM devices.

Also, the eight DRAM devi es may be arranged in multiple stacks.

[00140] Figures 18A and i8B illustrate a multi-rank buffer integrated circuit and

DIMM, in accordance with still yet another embodiment. As an option, the multi-rank

buffer integrated circuit and DlMM may be implemented in the context of Figures 1-17.

Of course, the multi-rank buffer integrated circuit and DIMM may be implemented in any



desired environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the

description below.

[00141] In.an optional variation of the multi-rank embodiment, a single buffer

integrated circuit may be associated with a plurality of stacks of DRAM integrated

circuits. In the embodiment exemplified in FIGS. 18A and 18B, a buffer integrated

circuit is dedicated to two stacks of DRAM integrated circuits. FIG. 18B shows two

stacks, one on each side of the DIMM PCB, and one buffer integrated circuit B O situated

on one side of the DIMM PCB. However, this is strictly for the purpose of illustration.

The stacks that are associated with a buffer integrated circuit may be on the same side of

the DIMM PCB or may be qn both sides of the PCB.

[00142] In the embodiment exemplified in FIGS. 18A and 18B, each stack of DRAM

devices contains eight 512Mb integrated circuits, the stacks are numbered SO through

S17, and within each stack, the integrated circuits are labeled S«_M0 through S«_M7

(where n is 0 through 17). Also, for this example, the buffer integrated circuit is 8-bits

wide, and the buffer integrated circuits are numbered B O through B8. The two integrated

circuit select signals, CS0# and CS1#, are connected to buffer B O as are the data lines

DQ[7:0]. As shown, stacks SO through S8 are the primary stacks and stacks S9 through

S17 are optional stacks. The;stack S9 is placed on the other side of the DIMM PCB,

directly opposite stack S O (and buffer BO). The integrated circuits in stack S9 are

connected to buffer BO. In other words, the DRAM devices in stacks S O and S9 are

connected to buffer BO, which in turn, is connected to the host system. In the case where

the DIMM contains only the [primary stacks SO through S8, the eight DRAM devices in

stack SO are emulated by thejbuffer integrated circuit B O to appear to the host system as

two 2Gb devices, one of which is controlled by CS0# and the other is controlled by CS1#.

hi the case where the DIMM|contains both the primary stacks S O through S8 and the

optional stacks S9 through S17, the sixteen 512Mb DRAM devices in stacks SO and S9
i

are together emulated by buffer integrated circuit B Oto appear to the host system as two



4Gb DRAM devices, one of which is controlled by CS0# and the other is controlled by

CS1#.

[00143] It should be clear from the above description that this architecture decouples

the electrical loading on thelmemory bus from the number of ranks. So, a lower density

DIMM can be built with nine stacks (SO through S8) and nine buffer integrated circuits

(BO through B8), and a higher density DIMM can be built with eighteen stacks (SO

through S17) and nine buffer integrated circuits (BO through B8). It should be noted that

it is not necessary to connect both integrated circuit select signals CS0# and CS1# to each

buffer integrated circuit on the DIMM. A single rank lower density DIMM may be built

with nine stacks (SO through S8) and nine buffer integrated circuits (BO through B8),

wherein CS0# is connected to each buffer integrated circuit on the DIMM. Similarly, a

single rank higher density DIMM may be built with seventeen stacks (SO through S17)
i

and nine buffer integrated circuits, wherein CS0# is connected to each buffer integrated

circuit on the DIMM.

[00144] A DIMM implementing a multi-rank embodiment using a multi-rank buffer is

an optional feature for small jform factor systems that have a limited number of DIMM

slots. For example, consider a processor that has eight integrated circuit select signals,
i

and thus supports up to eight ranks. Such a processor may be capable of supporting four

dual-rank DIMMs or eight single-rank DIMMs or any other combination that provides

eight ranks. Assuming that each rank has.y banks and that all the ranks are identical, this

processor may keep up to 8 *γ memory pages open at any given time. In some cases, a
r

small form factor server like a blade or IU server may have physical space for only two

DIMM slots per processor. This means that the processor in such a small form factor

server may have open a maximum of 4*y memory pages even though the processor is

capable of maintaining 8*y pages open. For such systems, a DIMM that contains stacks of

DRAM devices and multi-rarjk buffer integrated circuits may be designed such that the

processor maintains 8*y memory pages open even though the. number ofDIMM slots in

the system are fewer than the maximum number of slots that the processor may support.



One way to accomplish this, is to apportion all the integrated circuit select signals of the

host system across all the E(IMM slots on the motherboard. For example, if the processor

has only two dedicated DIMM slots then four integrated circuit select signals may be
i

connected to each DIMM connector. However, if the processor has four dedicated DIMM

slots, then two integrated circuit select signals may be connected to each DIMM

connector.

[00145] To illustrate the buffer and DIMM design, say that a buffer integrated circuit is

designed to have up to eight integrated circuit select inputs that are accessible to the host

system. Each of these integrated circuit select inputs may have a weak pull-up to a

voltage between the logic high and logic low voltage levels of the integrated circuit select

signals of the host system. F1Or example, the pull-up resistors may be connected to a

voltage (VTT) midway between VDDQ and GND (Ground). These pull-up resistors may

be on the DIMM PCB. Depending on the design of the motherboard, two or more

integrated circuit select signals from the host system may be connected to the DIMM

connector, and hence to the integrated circuit select inputs of the buffer integrated circuit.

On power up, the buffer integrated circuit may detect a valid low or high logic level on

some of its integrated circuit select inputs and may detect VTT on some other integrated

circuit select inputs. The buffer integrated circuit may now configure the DRAMs in the

stacks such that the number of ranks in the stacks matches the number of valid integrated

circuit select inputs.

[00146] Figures 19A and 19B illustrate a buffer that provides a number of ranks on a

DIMM equal to the number of valid integrated circuit selects from a host system, in

accordance with another embodiment. As an option, the buffer may be implemented in

the context of Figures 1-18. Of course, the buffer may be implemented in any desired
i

environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the

description below.



[00147] FIG. 19A illustrates a memory controller that connects to two DIMMS.

Memory controller (1900) from the host system drives 8 integrated circuit select (CS)

lines: CS0# through CS7#. The first four lines (CS0# - CS3#) are used to select memory

ranks on a first DIMM (1910), and the second four lines (CS4# - CS7#) are used to select

memory ranks on a second DIMM (1920). FIG. 19B illustrates a buffer and pull-up

circuitry on a DIMM used to configure the number of ranks on a DIMM. For this

example, buffer 1930 includes eight (8) integrated circuits select inputs (CS0# - CS7#).

A pull-up circuit on DIMM 1910 pulls the voltage on the connected integrated circuit

select lines to a midway voltage value (i.e., midway between VDDQ and GND, VTT).

CS0# - CS3# are coupled toibuffer 1930 via the pull-up circuit. CS4# - CS7# are not

connected to DIMM 1910. Thus, for this example, DIMM 1910 configures ranks based

on the CS0# - CS3# lines.

[00148] Traditional motherboard designs hard wire a subset of the integrated circuit

select signals to each DIMM connector. For example, if there are four DIMM connectors

per processor, two integrated circuit select signals may be hard wired to each DIMM

connector. However, for the case where only two of the four DIMM connectors are

populated, only 4*y memory'banks are available even though the processor supports 8*y

banks because only two of the four DIMM connectors are populated with DIMMs. One

method to provide dynamic memory bank availability is to configure a motherboard

where all the integrated circuit select signals from the host system are connected to all the

DIMM connectors on the motherboard. On power up, the host system queries the number

of populated DIMM connectors in the system, and then apportions the integrated circuit

selects across the populated connectors.

[00149] In one embodiment, the buffer integrated circuits may be programmed on each

DEMM to respond only to certain integrated circuit select signals. Again, using the

example above of a processor with four dedicated DIMM connectors, consider the case

where only two of the four DEMM connectors are populated. The processor may be

programmed to allocate the first four integrated circuit selects (e.g., CS0# through CS3#)



to the first DIMM connector and allocate the remaining four integrated circuit selects

(say, CS4# through CS7#) to the second DIMM connector. Then, the processor may

instruct the buffer integrated circuits on the first DIMM to respond only to signals CS0#

through CS3# and to ignore! signals CS4# through CS7#. The processor may also instruct

the buffer integrated circuits on the second DIMM to respond only to signals CS4#

through CS7# and to ignore! signals CS0# through CS3#. At a later time, if the remaining

two DIMM connectors are populated, the processor may then re-program the buffer

integrated circuits on the first DIMM to respond only to signals CS0# and CS1#, re-

program the buffer integrated circuits on the second DIMM to respond only to signals

CS2# and CS3#, program the buffer integrated circuits on the third DIMM to respond to

signals CS4# and CS5#, and program the buffer integrated circuits on the fourth DIMM

to respond to signals CS6# and CS7#. This approach ensures that the processor of this

example is capable of maintaining 8*y pages open irrespective of the number of DIMM

connectors that are populated (assuming that each DIMM has the ability to support up to "

8 memory ranks). In essence, this approach de-couples the number of open memory pages

from the number of DIMMs in the system.

[00150] Figure 19C illustrates a mapping between logical partitions of memory and

physical partitions of memory, in accordance with yet another embodiment. As an option,

the mapping may be implemented in the context of Figures 1-19B. Of course, the

mapping may be implemented in any desired environment. Further, the aforementioned

definitions may equally apply to the description below.

[00151] In an embodiment enabling multiple operating systems and software threads to

run concurrently on a common hardware platform, the buffer integrated circuit may

allocate a set of one or more memory devices in a stack to a particular operating system or

software thread, while another set of memory devices may be allocated to other operating

systems or threads. In the exatnple of FIG. 19C, the host system (not shown) may operate

such that a first operating system is partitioned to a first logical address range 1960,

corresponding to physical partition 1980, and all other operating systems are partitioned



to a second logical address range 1970, corresponding to a physical partition 1990. On a

context switch toward the first operating system or thread from another operating system

or thread, the host system may notify the buffers on a DIMM or on multiple DIMMs of

the nature of the context switch. This may be accomplished, for example, by the host

system sending a command or control signal to the buffer integrated circuits either on the

signal lines of the memory bus (i.e. in-band signaling) or on separate lines (i.e. side band

signaling). An example of side band signaling would be to send a command to the buffer

integrated circuits over an SMBus. The buffer integrated circuits may then place the

memory integrated circuits allocated to the first operating system or thread 1980 in an

active state while placing allithe other memory integrated circuits allocated to other

operating systems or threads >1990 (that are not currently being executed) in a low power

or power down mode. This optional approach not only reduces the power dissipation in

the memory stacks but also reduces accesses to the disk. For example, when the host

system temporarily stops exepution of an operating system or thread, the memory

associated with the operating! system or thread is placed in a low power mode but the

contents are preserved. When1the host system switches back to the operating system or

thread at a later time, the buffer integrated circuits bring the associated memory out of the

low power mode and into the active state and the operating system or thread may resume

the execution from where it left off without having to access the disk for the relevant data.

That is, each operating system or thread has a private main memory that is not accessible

by other operating systems orI t.hreads. Note that this embodiment is applicable for both

the single rank and the multi-rank buffer integrated circuits.

[00152] When users desireito increase the memory capacity of the host system, the

normal method is to populate lunused DIMM connectors with memory modules.

However, when there are no more unpopulated connectors, users have traditionally

removed the smaller capacity memory modules and replaced them with new, larger

capacity memory modules. The smaller modules that were removed might be used on

other host systems but typical 'practice is to discard them. Optionally, users may increase



the memory capacity of a system that has no unpopulated DIMM connectors without

having to discard the modules being currently used.

[00153] In one embodiment employing a buffer integrated circuit, a connector or some

other interposer is placed on the DIMM, either on the same side of the DIMM PCB as the

buffer integrated circuits or on the opposite side of the DIMM PCB from the buffer

integrated circuits. When a larger memory capacity is desired, the user may mechanically

and electrically couple a PCB containing additional memory stacks to the DIMM PCB by

means of the connector or interposer. To illustrate, an example multi-rank registered

DIMM may have nine 8-bit wide stacks, where each stack contains a plurality of DRAM

devices and a multi-rank buffer. For this example, the nine stacks may reside on one side

of the DIMM PCB, and one or more connectors or interposers may reside on the other

side of the DIMM PCB. The. capacity of the DIMM may now be increased by

mechanically and electrically coupling an additional PCB containing stacks of DRAM

devices to the DIMM PCB using the connector(s) or interposer(s) on the DIMM PCB. For

this embodiment, the multi-rank buffer integrated circuits on the DIMM PCB may detect

the presence of the additional stacks and configure themselves to use the additional stacks

in one or more configurations employing the additional stacks. It should be noted that it is

not necessary for the stacks όµ the additional PCB to have the same memory capacity as

the stacks on the DIMM PCB. In addition, if the stacks on the DIMM PCB may be

connected to one integrated circuit select signal while the stacks on the additional PCB

may be connected to another integrated circuit select signal. Alternately, the stacks on the

DEMM PCB and the stacks o the additional PCB may be connected to the same set of

integrated circuit select signals.

[00154] Figure 2OA illustrates a configuration between a memory controller and

DIMMs, in accordance with still yet another embodiment. As an option, the memory
I

controller and DIMMs may be implemented in the context of Figures 1-19. Of course,

the memory controller and DIMMs may be implemented in any desired environment.

Further, the aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the description below.



[00155] FIGS. 2OA illustrates a memory system that configures the number of ranks in

a DIMM based on commands from a host system. For this embodiment, all the integrated

circuit select lines (e.g., CSC># - CS7#) are coupled between memory controller 2030 and

DIMMs 2010 and 2020.

[00156] Figure 2OB illustrates the coupling of integrated circuit select lines to a buffer

on a DIMM for configuring the number of ranks based on commands from the host

system, in accordance with another embodiment. As an option, the coupling of integrated

circuit select lines to a buffer on a DEMM may be implemented in the context of Figures

1-20A. Of course, the coupling of integrated circuit select lines to a buffer on a DIMM

may be implemented in any desired environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions

may equally apply to the description below.

[00157] FIG. 2OB illustrate a memory system that configures the number of ranks in a

DIMM based on commands from a host system. For this embodiment, all integrated

circuit select lines (CS0# - CS7#) are coupled to buffer 2040 on DIMM 2010.

[00158] Virtualization and multi-core processors are enabling multiple operating

systems and software threads |to run concurrently on a common hardware platform. This

means that multiple operating systems and threads must share the memory in the server,

and the resultant context switches could result in increased transfers between the hard

disk and memory.

[00159] Figure 21 illustrates a DEMM PCB with a connector or interposer with

upgrade capability, in accordance with yet another embodiment. As an option, the DEMM

PCB may be implemented in the context of Figures 1-20. Of course, the DEMM PCB

may be implemented in any desired environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions

may equally apply to the description below.



[00160] A DIMM PCB 2100 comprises a plurality of buffered stacks, such as buffered

stack 2130. As shown, buffered stack 2130 includes buffer integrated circuit 2140 and

DRAM devices 2150. An upgrade module PCB 2110, which connects to DIMM PCB

2100 via connector or interpjoser 2180 and 2170, includes stacks of DRAMs, such as

DRAM stack 2120. In this example and as shown in FIG. 21, the upgrade module PCB

2110 contains nine 8-bit wide stacks, wherein each stack contains only DRAM integrated

circuits 2160. Each multi-rank buffer integrated circuit 2140 on DIMM PCB 2100, upon

detection of the additional stack, re-configures itself such that it sits electrically between

the host system and the two stacks of DRAM integrated circuits. That is, the buffer

integrated circuit is now electrically between the host system and the stack on the DIMM

PCB 2100 as well as the corresponding stack on the upgrade module PCB 2110.

However, it should be noted that other embodiments of the buffer integrated circuit

(2140), the DRAM stacks (21
r
20), the DIMM PCB 2100, and the upgrade module PCB

2110 may be configured in various manners to achieve the same result, without deviating

from the spirit or scope of the claims. For example, the stack 2120 on the additional PCB

may also contain a buffer integrated circuit. So, in this example, the upgrade module 2110
i

may contain one or more buff
I
er integrated circuits.

[00161] The buffer integrated circuits may map the addresses from the host system to
i

the DRAM devices in the stacks in several ways. In one embodiment, the addresses may

be mapped in a linear fashion, such that a bank of the virtual (or emulated) DRAM is

mapped to a set of physical banks, and wherein each physical bank in the set is part of a

different physical DRAM device. To illustrate, let us consider a stack containing eight

512Mb DRAM integrated circuits (i.e. physical DRAM devices), each of which has four

memory banks. Let us also assume that the buffer integrated circuit is the multi-rank
i

embodiment such that the host system sees two 2Gb DRAM devices (i.e. virtual DRAM

devices), each of which has eight banks. If we label the physical DRAM devices M O

through M7, then a linear address map may be implemented as shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1



Host System Address (Virtual Bank) DRAM Device (Physical Bank')

Rank 0, Bank [0] {(M4, Bank [O]), (MO, Bank [0])}

Rank 0, Bank [1] {(M4, Bank [I]), (MO, Bank [1])}

Rank 0, Bank [2] {(M4, Bank [2]), (MO, Bank [2])}

Rank 0, Bank [3] «M4, Bank [3]), (MO, Bank [3])}

Rank 0 Bank [4] {(M6, Bank [O]), (M2, Bank [0])}

Rank 0, Bank [5] {(M6, Bank [I]), (M2, Bank [1])}

Rank 0, Bank [6] {(M6;Bank [2]), (M2, Bank [2])}

Rank 0, Bank [7] {(M6, Bank [3]), (M2, Bank [3])}

Rank l , Bank [0] {(M5 Bank [O]), (Ml 5Bank [0])}

Rank I 5Bank [1] {(M55Bank [I]), (Ml, Bank [1])}

Rank 1, Bank [2] {<M5, Bank [2]), (Ml 5Bank [2])}

Rank 1, Bank [3] «M5, Bank [3]), (Ml 5Bank [3])}

Rank 1, Bank [4] {(M7, Bank [O]), (M3, Bank [0])}

Rank I5Bank [5] {(M75Bank [I]), (M3, Bank [1])}

Rank 1, Bank [6] {(M7, Bank [2]), (M3, Bank [2])}

Rank I5Bank [7] {(M75Bank [3]), (M3, Bank [3])}

[00162] Figure 22 illustrates an example of linear address mapping for use with a

multi-rank buffer integrated circuit, in accordance with still yet another embodiment. As

an option, the linear address mapping may be implemented in the context of Figures 1-21.

Of course, the linear address mapping may be implemented in any desired environment.
i

Further, the aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the description below.

[00163] An example of a linear address mapping with a single-rank buffer integrated

circuit is shown in Table 2 bejlow.

Table 2

Host System Address DRAM Device



rVirtual Bank') (Physical Banks)
Rank 0, Bank [0] {(M6, Bank [O]), (M4, Bank[0]), (M2, Bank [O]), (MO, Bank [0])}
Rank 0, Bank [1] {(M6, Bank [I]), (M4, Bank[l]), (M2, Bank [I]), (MO, Bank [1])}
Rank 0 Bank [2] {(M6i, Bank [2]), (M4, Bank[2]), (M2, Bank [2]), (MO, Bank [2])>
Rank 0, Bank [3] {(M6

|5
Bank [3]), (M4, Bank[3]), (M2, Bank [3]), (MO, Bank [3])}

Rank 0, Bank [4] {(M7
|

Bank [O]), (M5, Bank[0]), (M3, Bank [O]), (Ml, Bank [0])>
Rank 0, Bank [5] {(M7, Bank [I]), (M5, Bank[l]), (M3, Bank [I]), (Ml, Bank [1])}
Rank 0, Bank [6] {(Mi, Bank [2]), (M5, Bank[2]), (M3, Bank [2]), (Ml, Bank [2])}
Rank 0, Bank [7] {(M7;, Bank [3]), (M5, Bank[3]), (M3, Bank [3]), (Ml, Bank [3])}

[00164] Figure 23 illustrates an example of linear address mapping with a single rank

buffer integrated circuit, in accordance with another embodiment. As an option, the linear

address mapping may be implemented in the context of Figures 1-22. Of course, the

linear address mapping may be implemented in any desired environment. Further, the

aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the description below.

[00165] Using the configuration shown, the stack of DRAM devices appears as a

single 4Gb integrated circuit with eight memory banks.

[00166] Figure 24 illustrates an example of "bit slice" address mapping with a multi-

rank buffer integrated circuit,} in accordance with yet another embodiment. As an option,

the "bit slice" address mapping may be implemented in the context of Figures 1-23. Of

course, the "bit slice" address, mapping may be implemented in any desired environment.

Further, the aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the description below.

[00167] In another embodiment, the addresses from the host system may be mapped by

the buffer integrated circuit such that one or more banks of the host system address (i.e.

virtual banks) are mapped to a single physical DRAM integrated circuit in the stack

("bank slice" mapping). FIG. 24 illustrates an example of bank slice address mapping

with a multi-rank buffer integrated circuit. Also, an example of a bank slice address

mapping is shown in Table 3 below.

Table 3



Host System Address DRAM Device
("Virtual Bank) (Physical Bank

Rank O Bank [0] MO, Bank [1:0]
Rank 0, Bank; [1] MO, Bank [3:2]
Rank 0 Bank: [2] M2, Bank [1:0]
Rank 0, Bank; [3] M2, Bank [3:2]
Rank 0, Bank! [4] M4, Bank [1:0]
Rank 0, Bankj [5] M4, Bank [3:2]
Rank 0, Bank! [6] M6, Bank [1:0]
Rank O, Bank|[7] M6, Bank [3:2]
Rank 1, Bank [0] Ml, Bank [1:0]
Rank l , Bank [l] Ml, Bank [3:2]
Rank l , Bankl[2] M3, Bank [1:0]
Rank 1, Bank; [3] M3, Bank [3:2]
Rank 1 Bank 1[4] M5, Bank [1:0]
Rank l , Bank|[5] M5, Bank [3:2]
Rank 1, Bank 1[6] M7, Bank [1:0]
Rank l , Bankj[7J M7, Bank [3:2]

[00168] The stack of this example contains eight 512Mb DRAM integrated circuits,

each with four memory banks. In this example, a multi-rank buffer integrated circuit is

assumed, which means that the host system sees the stack as two 2Gb DRAM devices,

each having eight banks.

[00169] Bank slice address mapping enables the virtual DRAM to reduce or eliminate
i

some timing constraints that are inherent in the underlying physical DRAM devices. For

instance, the physical DRAM devices may have a tFAW (4 bank activate window)

constraint that limits how frequently an activate operation may be targeted to a physical

DRAM device. However, a virtual DRAM circuit that uses bank slice address mapping

may not have this constraint. As an example, the address mapping in FIG. 24 maps two

banks of the virtual DRAM device to a single physical DRAM device. So, the tFAW

constraint is eliminated because the tRc timing parameter prevents the host system from

issuing more than two consecutive activate commands to any given physical DRAM
i

device within a tRc window (and tRc > tFAw)- Similarly, a virtual DRAM device that uses

the address mapping, as described below with respect to in FIG. 25 eliminates the tRRD

constraint of the underlying physical DRAM devices.



[00170] Figure 25 illustrates an example of "bit slice" address mapping with a single

rank buffer integrated circuit, in accordance with still yet another embodiment. As an
i

option, the "bit slice" address mapping may be implemented in the context of Figures 1-

24. Of course, the "bit slice" address mapping may be implemented in any desired

environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the

description below.

[00171] The bank slice mapping with a single-rank buffer integrated circuit is shown

in Table 3 below.

Table 3

[00172] The stack of this example contains eight 512Mb DRAM devices so that the

host system sees the stack as a single 4Gb device with eight banks. The address

mappings shown above are for illustrative purposes only. Other mappings may be

implemented without deviating from the spirit and scope of the claims.

[00173] In addition, a bank slice address mapping scheme enables the buffer integrated

circuit or the host system to power manage the DRAM devices on a DIMM on a more

granular level. To illustrate th1is, consider a virtual DRAM device that uses the address

mapping shown in FIG. 25, where each bank of the virtual DRAM device corresponds to

a single physical DRAM device. So, when bank 0 of the virtual DRAM device (i.e.

virtual bank 0) is accessed, the corresponding physical DRAM device M Omay be in the



active mode. However, when there is no outstanding access to virtual bank 0, the buffer
i

integrated circuit or the hostjsystem (or any other entity in the system) may place DRAM

device M Oin a low power (e.g. power down) mode. While it is possible to place a

physical DELAM device in a low power mode, it is not possible to place a bank (or

portion) of a physical DRAM device in a low power mode while the remaining banks (or

portions) of the DRAM device are in the active mode. However, a bank or set of banks of

a virtual DRAM circuit maylbe placed in a low power mode while other banks of the

virtual DRAM circuit are in 'the active mode since a plurality of physical DRAM devices

are used to emulate a virtualDRAM device. It can be seen from FIG. 25 and FIG. 23,

for example, that fewer virtual banks are mapped to a physical DRAM device with bank

slice mapping (FIG. 25) than with linear mapping (FIG. 23). Thus, the likelihood that all

the (physical) banks in a physical DRAM device are in the precharge state at any given

time is higher with bank slice mapping than with linear mapping. Therefore, the buffer

integrated circuit or the host system (or some other entity in the system) has more

opportunities to place various physical DRAM devices in a low power mode when bank

slide mapping is used.

[00174] In several market!segments, it may be desirable to preserve the contents of

main memory (usually, DRAM) either periodically or when certain events occur. For

example, in the supercomputer market, it is common for the host system to periodically

write the contents of main memory to the hard drive. That is, the host system creates

periodic checkpoints. This method of checkpointing enables the system to re-start

program execution from the last checkpoint instead of from the beginning in the event of

a system crash. In other markets, it may be desirable for the contents of one or more

address ranges to be periodically stored in non-volatile memory to protect against power

failures or system crashes. AjI these features may be optionally implemented in a buffer

integrated circuit disclosed herein by integrating one or more non-volatile memory

integrated circuits (e.g. flash memory) into the stack. In some embodiments, the buffer

integrated circuit is designedjto interface with one or more stacks containing DRAM

devices and non-volatile memory integrated circuits. Note that each of these stacks may



contain only DRAM devices or contain only non-volatile memory integrated circuits or

contain a mixture of DRAM and non-volatile memory integrated circuits.
I

[00175] Figures 26A and 26B illustrate examples of buffered stacks that contain

DRAM and non-volatile memory integrated circuits, in accordance with another

embodiment. As an option, the buffered stacks may be implemented in the context of

Figures 1-25. Of course, the' buffered stacks may be implemented in any desired

environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may equally apply to the

description below.

[001761 A DIMM PCB 2600 includes a buffered stack (buffer 2610 and DRAMs

2620) and flash 2630. In ano
i
ther embodiment shown in FIG. 26B, DIMM PCB 2640

includes a buffered stack (buffer 2650, DRAMs 2660 and flash 2670). An optional non-

buffered stack includes at least one non-volatile memory device (e.g., flash 2690) or

DRAM device 2680. AU th stacks that connect to a buffer integrated circuit may be on

the same PCB as the buffer integrated circuit or some of the stacks may be on the same

PCB while other stacks may be on another PCB that is electrically and mechanically

coupled by means of a connector or an interposer to the PCB containing the buffer

integrated circuit.

[00177] In some embodiments, the buffer integrated circuit copies some or all of the

contents of the DRAM devices in the stacks that it interfaces with to the non-volatile

memory integrated circuits in the stacks that it interfaces with. This event may be

triggered, for example, by a command or signal from the host system to the buffer

integrated circuit, by an external signal to the buffer integrated circuit, or upon the

detection (by the buffer integrated circuit) of an event or a catastrophic condition like a

power failure. As an example, let us assume that a buffer integrated circuit interfaces with

a plurality of stacks that contain 4Gb of DRAM memory and 4Gb of non-volatile

memory. The host system may periodically issue a command to the buffer integrated

circuit to copy the contents of the DRAM memory to the non-volatile memory. That is,



the host system periodically checkpoints the contents of the DRAM memory. In the event

of a system crash, the contents of the DRAM may be restored upon re-boot by copying

the contents of the non-volatile memory back to the DRAM memory. This provides the

host system with the ability tp periodically check point the memory.

[00178] In another embodiment, the buffer integrated circuit may monitor the power

supply rails (i.e. voltage rails, or voltage planes) and detect a catastrophic event, for

example, a power supply failure. Upon detection of this event, the buffer integrated

circuit may copy some or all the contents of the DRAM memory to the non-volatile

memory. The host system may also provide a non-interruptible source of power to the

buffer integrated circuit and the memory stacks for at least some period of time after the

power supply failure to allow | the buffer integrated circuit to copy some or all the contents

of the DRAM memory to the non-volatile memory. In other embodiments, the memory

module may have a built-in backup source of power for the buffer integrated circuits and

the memory stacks in the event of a host system power supply failure. For example, the

memory module may have a battery or a large capacitor and an isolation switch on the

module itself to provide backup power to the buffer integrated circuits and the memory

stacks in the event of a host system power supply failure.
I

[00179] A memory module , as described above, with a plurality of buffers, each of

which interfaces to one or more stacks containing DRAM and non-volatile memory

integrated circuits, may also be configured to provide instant-on capability. This may be

accomplished by storing the operating system, other key software, and frequently used

data in the non-volatile memory.

[00180] In the event of a system crash, the memory controller of the host system may

not be able to supply all the necessary signals needed to maintain the contents of main

memory. For example, the memory controller may not send periodic refresh commands to

the main memory, thus causing the loss of data in the memory. The buffer integrated

circuit may be designed to prevent such loss of data in the event of a system crash. In one



embodiment, the buffer integrated circuit may monitor the state of the signals from the

memory controller of the host system to detect a system crash. As an example, the buffer

integrated circuit may be designed to detect a system crash if there has been no activity on

the memory bus for a pre-determined or programmable amount of time or if the buffer

integrated circuit receives an illegal or invalid command from the memory controller.

Alternately, the buffer integrated circuit may monitor one or more signals that are asserted

when a system error or system halt or system crash has occurred. For example, the buffer

integrated circuit may monitor the HTJSyncFlood signal in an Opteron processor based

system to detect a system errbr. When the buffer integrated circuit detects this event, it

may de-couple the memory bus of the host system from the memory integrated circuits in

the stack and internally generate the signals needed to preserve the contents of the

memory integrated circuits until such time as the host system is operational. So, for

example, upon detection of a.\system crash, the buffer integrated circuit may ignore the

signals from the memory controller of the host system and instead generate legal

combinations of signals like CKE, CS#, RAS#, CAS#, and WE# to maintain the data

stored in the DRAM devices in the stack, and also generate periodic refresh signals for

the DRAM integrated circuits. Note that there are many ways for the buffer integrated

circuit to detect a system crash, and all these variations fall within the scope of the claims.

[00181] Placing a buffer integrated circuit between one or more stacks of memory

integrated circuits and the host system allows the buffer integrated circuit to compensate

for any skews or timing variations in the signals from the host system to the memory

integrated circuits and from tne memory integrated circuits to the host system. For

example, at higher speeds of operation of the memory bus, the trace lengths of signals

between the memory controller of the host system and the memory integrated circuits are

often matched. Trace length matching is challenging especially in small form factor

systems. Also, DRAM processes do not readily lend themselves to the design of high

speed I/O circuits. Consequently, it is often difficult to align the I/O signals of the DRAM

integrated circuits with each other and with the associated data strobe and clock signals.



[00182] In one embodiment of a buffer integrated circuit, circuitry that adjusts the

timing of the I/O signals may be incorporated. In other words, the buffer integrated circuit

may have the ability to do per-pin timing calibration to compensate for skews or timing
i

variations in the I/O signals. For example, say that the DQ[O] data signal between the

buffer integrated circuit and e memory controller has a shorter trace length or has a

smaller capacitive load than the other data signals, DQ[7:1]. This results in a skew in the

data signals since not all thelsignals arrive at the buffer integrated circuit (during a

memory write) or at the memory controller (during a memory read) at the same time.

When left uncompensated, such skews tend to limit the maximum frequency of operation

of the memory sub-system of the host system. By incorporating per-pin timing calibration

and compensation circuits into the I/O circuits of the buffer integrated circuit, the DQ[O]

signal may be driven later than the other data signals by the buffer integrated circuit

(during a memory read) to compensate for the shorter trace length of the DQ[O] signal.

Similarly, the per-pin timing ' calibration and compensation circuits allow the buffer

integrated circuit to delay the DQ[O] data signal such that all the data signals, DQ[7:0],

are aligned for sampling during a memory write operation. The per-pin timing calibration

and compensation circuits also allow the buffer integrated circuit to compensate for

timing variations in the I/O pjins of the DRAM devices. A specific pattern or sequence

may be used by the buffer integrated circuit to perform the per-pin timing calibration of

the signals that connect to the memory controller of the host system and the per-pin

timing calibration of the signals that connect to the memory devices in the stack.

[00183] Incorporating per÷pin timing calibration and compensation circuits into the

buffer integrated circuit also [enables the buffer integrated circuit to gang a plurality of

slower DRAM devices to emulate a higher speed DRAM integrated circuit to the host

system. That is, incorporating per-pin timing calibration and compensation circuits into

the buffer integrated circuit also enables the buffer integrated circuit to gang a plurality of

DRAM devices operating at a first clock speed and emulate to the host system one or



more DRAM integrated circuits operating at a second clock speed, wherein the first clock

speed is slower than the second clock speed.

[00184] For example, the'buffer integrated circuit may operate two 8-bit wide DDR2

SDRAM devices in parallel at a 533MHz data rate such that the host system sees a single

8-bit wide DDR2 SDRAM integrated circuit that operates at a 1066MHz data rate. Since,

in this example, the two DRAM devices are DDR2 devices, they are designed to transmit

or receive four data bits on each data pin for a memory read or write respectively (for a

burst length of 4). So, the two DRAM devices operating in parallel may transmit or

receive sixty four bits per data pin per memory read or write respectively in this example.

Since the host system sees a single DDR2 integrated circuit behind the buffer, it will only

receive or transmit thirty-two data bits per pin per memory read or write respectively. In

order to accommodate for the different data widths, the buffer integrated circuit may

make use of the DM signal (Data Mask). Say that the host system sends DA[7:0],

DB[7:0], DC[7:0], and DD[7:0] to the buffer integrated circuit at a 1066MHz data rate.

The buffer integrated circuit may send DA[7:0], DC[7:0], XX, and XX to the first DDR2

SDRAM integrated circuit and send DB[7:0], DD[7:0], XX, and XX to the second DDR2

SDRAM integrated circuit, where XX denotes data that is masked by the assertion (by the

buffer integrated circuit) of the DM inputs to the DDR2 SDRAM integrated circuits.

[00185] In another embodiment, the buffer integrated circuit operates two slower

DRAM devices as a single, higher-speed, wider DRAM. To illustrate, the buffer

integrated circuit may operate two 8-bit wide DDR2 SDRAM devices running at

533MHz data rate such that jhe host system sees a single 16-bit wide DDR2 SDRAM

integrated circuit operating ait a 1066MHz data rate. In this embodiment, the buffer

integrated circuit may not usje the f signals. In another embodiment, the buffer

integrated circuit may be designed to operate two DDR2 SDRAM devices (in this

example, 8-bit wide, 533MHz data rate integrated circuits) in parallel, such that the host

system sees a single DDR3 SDRAM integrated circuit (in this example, an 8-bit wide,

1066MHz data rate, DDR3 device). In another embodiment, the buffer integrated circuit



may provide an interface to the host system that is narrower and faster than the interface

to the DRAM integrated circuit. For example, the buffer integrated circuit may have a 16-

bit wide, 533MHz data rate interface to one or more DRAM devices but have an 8-bϊt

wide, 1066MHz data rate interface to the host system.

[00186] In addition to per-pin timing calibration and compensation capability, circuitry

to control the slew rate (i.e. the rise and fall times), pull-up capability or strength, and
]

pull-down capability or strength may be added to each I/O pin of the buffer integrated

circuit or optionally, in common to a group of I/O pins of the buffer integrated circuit.

The output drivers and the input receivers of the buffer integrated circuit may have the

ability to do pre-emphasis in order to compensate for non-uniformities in the traces

connecting the buffer integrated circuit to the host system and to the memory integrated

circuits in the stack, as well as to compensate for the characteristics of the I/O pins of the

host system and the memory, integrated circuits in the stack.

[00187] Stacking a plurality of memory integrated circuits (both volatile and non¬

volatile) has associated thermal and power delivery characteristics. Since it is quite

possible that all the memory integrated circuits in a stack may be in the active mode for

extended periods of time, the power dissipated by all these integrated circuits may cause

an increase in the ambient, case, and junction temperatures of the memory integrated

circuits. Higher junction temperatures typically have negative impact on the operation of

ICs in general and DRAMs in particular. Also, when a plurality of DRAM devices are

stacked on top of each other such that they share voltage and ground rails (i.e. power and

ground traces or planes), any 'simultaneous operation of the integrated circuits may cause

large spikes in the voltage and ground rails. For example, a large current may be drawn

from the voltage rail when all the DRAM devices in a stack are refreshed simultaneously,

thus causing a significant disturbance (or spike) in the voltage and ground rails. Noisy

voltage and ground rails affect the operation of the DRAM devices especially at high

speeds. In order to address both these phenomena, several inventive techniques are

disclosed below.



[00188] One embodiment uses a stacking technique wherein one or more layers of the

stack have decoupling capacitors rather than memory integrated circuits. For example,
I

every fifth layer in the stack 'may be a power supply decoupling layer (with the other four

layers containing memory integrated circuits). The layers that contain memory integrated

circuits are designed with more power and ground balls or pins than are present in the pin

out of the memory integrated circuits. These extra power and ground balls are preferably

disposed along all the edges Jof the layers of the stack.

[00189] Figures 27A, 27B and 27C illustrate a buffered stack with power decoupling

layers, in accordance with yet another embodiment. As an option, the buffered stack may

be implemented in the content of Figures 1-26. Of course, the buffered stack may be

implemented in any desired environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions may

equally apply to the description below.

[00190] As shown in FIG; 27A, DIMM PCB 2700 includes a buffered stack of

DRAMs including decoupling layers. Specifically, for this embodiment, the buffered

stack includes buffer 2710, a first set of DRAM devices 2720, a first decoupling layer

2730, a second set of DRAM devices 2740, and an optional second decoupling layer

2750. The stack also has an optional heat sink or spreader 2755.

[00191] FIG. 27B illustrates top and side views of one embodiment for a DRAM die.
i

A DRAM die 2760 includes a package (stack layer) 2766 with signal/power/GND balls

2762 and one or more extra power/GND balls 2764. The extra power/GND balls 2764

increase thermal conductivity.

[00192] FIG. 27C illustrates top and side views of one embodiment of a

decoupling layer. A decoupling layer 2775 includes one ore more decoupling capacitors

2770, signal/power/GND bal(s 2785, and one or more extra power/GND balls 2780. The

extra power/GND balls 2780 increases thermal conductivity.



[00193] The extra power and ground balls, shown in FIGS. 27B and 27C, form

thermal conductive paths between the memory integrated circuits and the PCB containing

the stacks, and between the memory integrated circuits and optional heat sinks or heat

spreaders. The decoupling capacitors in the power supply decoupling layer connect to the

relevant power and ground pins in order to provide quiet voltage and ground rails to the

memory devices in the stack.; The stacking technique described above is one method of

providing quiet power and grpund rails to the memory integrated circuits of the stack and

also to conduct heat away from the memory integrated circuits.
I

[00194] In another embodiment, the noise on the power and ground rails may be

reduced by preventing the DRAM integrated circuits in the stack from performing an

operation simultaneously. As'mentioned previously, a large amount of current will be

drawn from the power rails if all the DRAM integrated circuits in a stack perform a

refresh operation simultaneously. The buffer integrated circuit may be designed to stagger

or spread out the refresh commands to the DRAM integrated circuits in the stack such

that the peak current drawn ftpm the power rails is reduced. For example, consider a stack

with four IGb DDR2 SDRAM integrated circuits that are emulated by the buffer

integrated circuit to appear as, a single 4Gb DDR2 SDRAM integrated circuit to the host

system. The JEDEC specification provides for a refresh cycle time (i.e. tRFc) of 400ns for

a 4Gb DRAM integrated circuit while a IGb DRAM integrated circuit has a tRFc

specification of 110ns. So, when the host system issues a refresh command to the
i

emulated 4Gb DRAM integrated circuit, it expects the refresh to be done in 400ns.

However, since the stack contains four IGb DRAM integrated circuits, the buffer

integrated circuit may issue separate refresh commands to each of the IGb DRAM

integrated circuit in the stack at staggered intervals. As an example, upon receipt of the

refresh command from the host system, the buffer integrated circuit may issue a refresh

command to two of the four IGb DRAM integrated circuits, and 200ns later, issue a

separate refresh command to the remaining two IGb DRAM integrated circuits. Since the

IGb DRAM integrated circuits require 110ns to perform the refresh operation, all four



IGb DRAM integrated circuits in the stack will have performed the refresh operation

before the 400ns refresh cycle time (of the 4Gb DRAM integrated circuit) expires. This

staggered refresh operation limits the maximum current that may be drawn from the

power rails. It should be noted that other implementations that provide the same benefits

are also possible, and are covered by the scope of the claims.

[00195] In one embodiment, a device for measuring the ambient, case, or junction

temperature of the memory integrated circuits (e.g. a thermal diode) can be embedded

into the stack. Optionally, the buffer integrated circuit associated with a given stack may

monitor the temperature of trie memory integrated circuits. When the temperature exceeds

a limit, the buffer integrated circuit may take suitable action to prevent the over-heating

of and possible damage to the memory integrated circuits. The measured temperature may

optionally be made available:to the host system.

[00196] Other features may be added to the buffer integrated circuit so as to provide

optional features. For example, the buffer integrated circuit may be designed to check for

memory errors or faults either on power up or when the host system instructs it do so.

During the memory check, the buffer integrated circuit may write one or more patterns to

the memory integrated circuits in the stack, read the contents back, and compare the data

read back with the written data to check for stuck-at faults or other memory faults.

[00197] Figure 28 illustrates a representative hardware environment 2800, in

accordance with one embodiikent. As an option, the hardware environment 2800 may be

implemented in the context of Figures 1-27. Of course, the hardware environment 2800

may be implemented in any desired environment. Further, the aforementioned definitions

may equally apply to the description below.

[00198] In one exemplary embodiment, the hardware environment 2800 may include a

computer system. As shown,jthe hardware environment 2800 includes at least one central

processor 2801 which is connected to a communication bus 2802. The hardware



environment 2800 also includes main memory 2804. The main memory 2804 may

include, for example random access memory (RAM) and/or any other desired type of

memory. Further, in various embodiments, the main memory 2804 may include memory

circuits, interface circuits, etc.

[001991 The hardware environment 2800 also includes a graphics processor 2806 and a

display 1508. The hardware: environment 2800 may also include a secondary storage

2810. The secondary storage 2810 includes, for example, a hard disk drive and/or a

removable storage drive, representing a floppy disk drive, a magnetic tape drive, a

compact disk drive, etc. The removable storage drive reads from and/or writes to a

removable storage unit in a well known manner.

[00200] Computer programs, or computer control logic algorithms, may be stored in

the main memory 2804 and/όr the secondary storage 2810. Such computer programs,

when executed, enable the computer system 2800 to perform various functions. Memory

2804, storage 2810 and/or any other storage are possible examples of computer-readable

media.

[00201] While various embodiments have been described above, it should be

understood that they have bejen presented by way of example only, and not limitation.

Thus, the breadth and scope of a preferred embodiment should not be limited by any of

the above-described exemplary embodiments, but should be defined only in accordance

with the following claims and their equivalents.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A sub-system, comprising:

an interface circuit capable of communication with a plurality of memory circuits

and a system, the interface circuit operable to interface the memory circuits and the

system for reducing command scheduling constraints of the memory circuits.

2 . The sub-system as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the command scheduling

constraints include inter-device command scheduling constraints.

3. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the inter-device command

scheduling constraints are selected from the group consisting of a rank-to-rank data bus

turnaround time, and an on-die-termination (ODT) control switching time.

4. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the command scheduling

constraints include intra-deyice command scheduling constraints.

5. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 4, wherein the intra-device command

scheduling constraints are selected from the group consisting of a column-to-column

delay time (tCCD), a row-tq-row activation delay time (tRRD), a four-bank activation

window time (tFAW), and a write-to-read turn-around time (tWTR).

6. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the command scheduling

constraints of the memory circuits are reduced by controlling a manner in which

commands are issued to the memory circuits.



7. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the memory circuits include

physical memory circuits, and the interface circuit is operable to simulate at least' one

virtual memory circuit.

8. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 7, wherein the at least one virtual memory

circuit has less command scheduling constraints than the physical memory circuits.

9. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 7, wherein the command scheduling

constraints of the physical memory circuits are reduced by issuing commands directed to

a single virtual memory circuit, to a plurality of different physical memory circuits.

10. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 6, wherein the commands are selected from

the group consisting of row-access commands and column-access commands.

11. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 6, wherein the commands are issued to

different memory circuits utilizing separate busses.

12. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the reduction of the command

scheduling constraints of the 'memory circuits results in an increase of in a command

issue rate.

13. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the interface circuit includes a

circuit that is positioned on a'dual in-line memory module (DIMM).

14. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the interface circuit is selected

from the group consisting of a buffer, a register, a memory controller, and an advanced

memory buffer (AMB).

15. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the interface circuit and the

memory circuits take the forrii of a stack.



16. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the memory circuits include a

plurality of dynamic random
I
access memory (DRAM) circuits.

17. A method, comprising:

interfacing a plurality of memory circuits and a system; and

reducing command scheduling constraints of the memory circuits.

18. A system, comprising:

a plurality of memory circuits; and

an interface circuit in communication with the memory circuits, the interface

circuit operable to interface the memory circuits for reducing command scheduling

constraints of the memory circuits.

19. The system as set forth in claim 18, wherein the memory circuits and the interface

circuit are positioned on a du'al in-line memory module (DIMM).

20. The system as set forth in claim 18, wherein the memory circuits and the interface

circuit are positioned on a memory module that remains in communication with a

processor via a bus.

21. A sub-system, comprising:

an interface circuit capable of communication with a plurality of memory circuits

and a system, the interface circuit operable to translate an address associated with a

command communicated between the system and the memory circuits.

22. The sub-system as setjforth in Claim 21, wherein the translation includes shifting

the address.



23. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 21, wherein the memory circuits include

physical memory circuits, and the interface circuit is operable to simulate at least one

virtual memory circuit.

24. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 23, wherein the at least one virtual memory

circuit has a different number of row addresses than the physical memory circuits.

25. The sub-system as sejt forth in Claim 23, wherein the at least one virtual memory

circuit has a greater number bf row addresses than the physical memory circuits.

26. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 24, wherein the translation is performed as a

function of the difference in the number of row addresses.

27. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 24, wherein the translation translates the

address to reflect the numberj of row addresses of the at least one virtual memory circuit.

28. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 21, wherein the translation results in sub-row

activation.

29. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 21, wherein the translation translates the

address as a function of a column address and a row address.

30. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 21, wherein the command includes a row-

access command, and the translation ensures that a column-access command addresses an

open bank.

3 1. The sub-system as set, forth in Claim 2 1, wherein the command includes a row-

access command, and the translation is performed as a function of an expected arrival

time of a column-access command.



32. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 21, wherein the interface circuit is further

operable to delay the command communicated between the system and the memory

circuits.

33. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 21, wherein the command includes at least

one of a row-access command and a column-access command.

34. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 21, wherein the translation is transparent to

the system.

35. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 21, wherein the interface circuit includes a
1

circuit that is positioned on a dual in-line memory module (DIMM).

36. The sub-system as set forth in Claim 21, wherein the interface circuit is selected

from the group consisting ofja buffer, a register, a memory controller, and an advanced

memory buffer (AMB).

37. A method, comprising:

interfacing a plurality of memory circuits and a system; and

translating an address associated with a command communicated between the

system and the memory circuits.

38. A system, comprising:

a plurality of memory circuits; and

an interface circuit in; communication with the memory circuits, the interface

circuit operable to translate an address associated with a command communicated

between the system and the memory circuits.

39. The system as set forth in claim 38, wherein the memory circuits and the interface

circuit are positioned on a dukl in-line memory module (DIMM).



40. The system as set forth in claim 38, wherein the memory circuits and the interface

circuit are positioned on a memory module that remains in communication with a

processor via a bus.

41. A memory module comprising:

at least one memory] stack that comprises a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits;

and

buffer circuit, coupled to a host system, for interfacing said memory stack to said

host system for transforming one or more physical parameters between said DRAM

integrated circuits and said host system.

42. The memory module1as set forth in claim 41, wherein:

said memory module further comprises a dual rank DIMM for mounting said

DRAM integrated circuits; and

said buffer circuit further comprises a circuit to transform the electrical loading of

said dual rank DIMM into ajsingle rank DIMM.

43. The memory module as set forth in claim 41, wherein said buffer comprises a

module to monitor the power supply rails, such as voltage rails or voltage planes, and

detect a catastrophic event, such as a power supply failure.

44. The memory module as set forth in claim 41, wherein said buffer circuit

comprises a module to monitor the state of the signals from a memory controller of said

host system to detect a systejn crash.

45. The memory module as set forth in claim 41, wherein said buffer circuit further

comprises a module to ignore signals from a memory controller of said host system, to

generate legal combinations ;of signals to maintain data, stored in said DRAM integrated



circuits, and to generate periodic refresh signals for said DRAM integrated circuits upon

detection of a system crash.

46. The memory module as set forth in claim 41, wherein said buffer circuit further

comprises a module to compensate for any skews or timing variations in signals

transferred between said host system and said DRAM memory integrated circuits.

47. The memory module as set forth in claim 41, wherein said buffer circuit

comprises:

a plurality of I/O piris; and

a circuit to control a !slew rate, pull-up capability or strength, and pull-down

capability or strength to at least one of said I/O pins.

48. A memory module clomprising:

at least one memoryistack that comprises a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits;

and

buffer circuit, coupled to a host system, for interfacing said memory stack to said

host system for configuring jone or more of said DRAM integrated circuits in said

memory stack.

49. The memory module as set forth in claim 48, wherein:

said DRAM memory integrated circuits comprise slow DRAM memory integrated

circuits; and

said buffer circuit for emulating high-speed DRAM operation to said host system.

50. The memory module as set forth in claim 48, wherein said buffer circuit

comprises:

a plurality of integrated circuit select inputs; and



circuit for configuring a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits in said memory

stack to match a number of valid integrated circuit select inputs received by said buffer

circuit from said host system.

51. The memory module as set forth in claim 48, wherein:

said memory stack comprises at least one non-volatile memory device; and

said buffer circuit further for copying data from at least one of said DRAM

memory integrated circuits tjo said non-volatile memory upon detection of a catastrophic

event.

52. The memory module! as set forth in claim 48, wherein:

said buffer circuit further for exposing a greater number of banks than a number of

banks in said memory stack.;

53. The memory module as set forth in claim 48, wherein:

said buffer circuit further for exposing a lesser number of banks than a number of

banks in said memory stack.

54. A memory module comprising:

at least one memory stack that comprises a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits;

and

buffer circuit, coupled to a host system, for interfacing said memory stack to said

host system for providing at least one function to said host system.

55. The memory module as set forth in claim 54, wherein:

said memory module further comprises a DIMM, including a plurality of slots, for
i

mounting said DRAM integrated circuits; and

said buffer circuit comprises a circuit to permit said host system to maintain open

a maximum number of mempry pages even though a number of DIMM slots are fewer

than a maximum number of DIMM slots said host system is capable of supporting.



56. The memory module as set forth in claim 54, wherein said buffer circuit

comprises a circuit for alloca'ting at least one of said DRAM integrated circuits to a first

operating system or thread iri an active state and allocating at least one other of said

DRAM integrated circuits to 'a second operating system or threads, which is not currently

being executed, in a low power or power down mode.

57. The memory module as set forth in claim 54, wherein said buffer circuit for

mapping addresses for said host system to access data in said DRAM integrated circuits.

58. The memory module as set forth in claim 57, wherein said addresses comprise

linear addresses.

59. The memory module as set' forth in claim 57, wherein said addresses comprise

bank-slice addresses.

60. The memory module as set forth in claim 54, wherein the buffer integrated circuit,

includes integrated circuits to' enable the buffer integrated circuit to gang a plurality of

DRAM devices operating at a first clock speed to emulate to the host system one or more

DRAM integrated circuits operating at a second clock speed, the first clock speed slower

than the second clock speed.

6 1. A computer system comprising:

host system;

at least one memory stack that comprises a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits;

and

buffer circuit, coupled jto said host system, for interfacing said memory stack to

said host system for transform|ing one or more physical parameters between said DRAM

integrated circuits and said host system.



62. The computer system' as set forth in claim 6 1, wherein:
!

said memory module further comprises a dual rank DIMM for mounting said

DRAM integrated circuits; and

said buffer circuit further comprises a circuit to transform the electrical loading of

said dual rank DIMM into a Single rank DIMM.

63. A printed circuit motherboard comprising:

at least one memory stack that comprises a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits;

and

buffer circuit, coupled to a host system, for interfacing said memory stack to said

host system for transforming one or more physical parameters between said DRAM
i

integrated circuits and said host system.

64. The printed circuit mqtherboard as set forth in claim 63, wherein:

said printed circuit motherboard further comprises a dual rank DIMM for

mounting said DRAM integrated circuits; and

said buffer circuit further comprises a circuit to transform the electrical loading of
I

said dual rank DIMM into a single rank DIMM.

65. The printed circuit motherboard as set forth in claim 63, wherein said buffer
i

comprises a module to monitor the power supply rails, such as voltage rails or voltage

planes, and detect a catastrophic event, such as a power supply failure.

66. The printed circuit motherboard as set forth in claim 63, wherein said buffer

circuit comprises a module to monitor the state of the signals from a memory controller of

said host system to detect a system crash.

67. The printed circuit motherboard as set forth in claim 63, wherein said buffer

circuit further comprises a module to ignore signals from a memory controller of said host

system, to generate legal combinations of signals to maintain data, stored in said DRAM



DRAM integrated circuits, and to generate periodic refresh signals for said DRAM

integrated circuits upon detection of a system crash.

68. The printed circuit motherboard as set forth in claim 63, wherein said buffer

circuit further comprises a module to compensate for any skews or timing variations in

signals transferred between said host system and said DRAM memory integrated circuits.

69. The printed circuit motherboard as set forth in claim 63, wherein said buffer

circuit comprises:

a plurality of I/O pins; and

a circuit to control a slew rate, pull-up capability or strength, and pull-down

capability or strength to at lea'st one of said I/O pins.

70. A memory module comprising:

at least one memory stack that comprises a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits;

and

interface circuit, coupled to a host system, for interfacing said memory stack to

said host system so to operate! said memory stack as a single DRAM integrated circuit.

7 1. The memory module as set forth in claim 70, wherein said interface circuit

comprises a buffer integrated circuit incorporated as part of said memory stack.

72. The memory module as set forth in claim 70, wherein said memory module

comprises an un-buffered DIMM.

73. The memory module as set forth in claim 70, wherein said memory module

comprises a registered DIMM;

74. The memory module as set forth in claim 70, wherein said memory module

comprises a SO-DIMM.



75. The memory module las set forth in claim 70, wherein said memory module

comprises a FB-DIMM.

76. The memory module as set forth in claim 70, further comprising:

a raw card;

said memory module electrically coupled to said raw card; and

one or more electrical circuits electrically coupled to said raw card, said one or

more electrical circuits buried at least partially beneath a plane defining a first primary

surface of said raw card.

77. A memory module comprising:

at least one memory stack that comprises a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits;

and

buffer integrated circuit, coupled to a host system, for interfacing said memory

stack to said host system so to operate said memory stack as at least two DRAM

integrated circuits.

78. The memory module as set forth in claim 77, wherein said buffer integrated circuit

further for interfacing said memory stack to said host system so to operate said memory

stack as at least two ranks of DRAM integrated circuits.

79. The memory module as set forth in claim 77, wherein said memory stack

comprises a buffer and a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits.

80. The memory module as set forth in claim 77, further comprising:

a first printed circuit board for mounting said ranks of DRAM integrated circuits;

and

a second printed circuit board comprising at least one additional memory stack,

coupled to said memory by means of a connector or interposer.



8 1. The memory module] as set forth in claim 80, wherein:

said second printed cjircuit board comprises a DIMM with said interposer located

on a front side of said DIMIyI.

82. The memory module as set forth in claim 80, wherein:

said second printed Circuit board comprises a DIMM with said interposer located

on a back side of said DIMM.

83. The memory moduk as set forth in claim 77, wherein said memory stack further

comprises at least one non-vplatile memory integrated circuit.

84. The memory module|as set forth in claim 77, wherein said buffer integrated circuit

further for operating two DD,R2 SDRAM integrated circuits in parallel so as appear as a

single DDR3 SDRAM integrated circuit to the host system.

85. The memory modulejas set forth in claim 77, wherein one or more layers of said

memory stack further comprises at least one decoupling capacitor.

86. A computer system comprising:

a memory controller; iand

at least one memory module comprising:

at least one memory stack that comprises a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits;

and

interface circuit, coupled to said memory controller, for interfacing said memory

stack to said memory controller so to operate said memory stack as a single DRAM

integrated circuit.



87. The computer system as set forth in claim 86, wherein said DRAM integrated

circuits of said memory module further comprising a ganged configuration for RAID

memory.

88. The computer system as set forth in claim 86, wherein said DRAM integrated

circuits of said memory module further comprising a configuration for distributed power

dissipation.

89. The computer system as set forth in claim 86, wherein one or more of said DRAM

integrated circuits in said stack of said memory module comprises a device for measuring
i

ambient temperature of said memory module.

90. The computer system as set forth in claim 86, wherein one or more of said DRAM

integrated circuits in said stack of said memory module comprises a capacitor.

9 1. The computer system as set forth in claim 86, wherein one or more of said DRAM

integrated circuits in said stack of said memory module comprises a plurality of power

and ground pins.

92. A computer system comprising:

a memory controllerj; and

at least one memory module comprising:

at least one memory stack that comprises a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits;

and

buffer integrated circuit, coupled to a host said memory controller, for interfacing

said memory stack to said memory controller so to operate said memory stack as at least

two DRAM integrated circuits.

93. A memory module comprising:



at least one memory] stack that comprises a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits;

and

interface circuit, coupled to a host system, for mapping virtual addresses from said

host system to physical addresses of said DRAM integrated circuits in a linear manner. .

94. The memory module as set forth in claim 93, wherein:

said physical addresses identify at least one physical bank; and

said interface circuit for mapping a physical bank to a different one of said DRAM

integrated circuits.

95. A memory module comprising:

at least one memory stack that comprises a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits;

and

interface circuit, coupled to a host system, for mapping one or more banks of

virtual addresses from said host system to a single one of said DRAM integrated circuits.

96. A printed circuit motherboard comprising:

at least one memory stack that comprises a plurality of DRAM integrated circuits;

and

interface circuit, coupled to a host system, for interfacing said memory stack to
i

said host system so to operate said memory stack as a single DRAM integrated circuit.

97. The printed circuit motherboard as set forth in claim 96, wherein said interface

circuit comprises a buffer integrated circuit incorporated as part of said memory stack.

98. The printed circuit motherboard as set forth in claim 96, wherein said printed

circuit motherboard comprises an un-buffered DIMM.

99. The printed circuit Motherboard as set forth in claim 96, wherein said printed

circuit motherboard comprises a registered DIMM.



100. The printed circuit motherboard as set forth in claim 96, wherein said printed

circuit motherboard comprises a SO-DIMM.

101. The printed circuit motherboard as set forth in claim 96, wherein said printed

circuit motherboard comprises a FB-DIMM.
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